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The Supramental 1s a truth and its advent is m the very nature of
things inevitable ...

I believe the descent of this Truth opemng the way to a development of
divine consciousness here to be the final sense of the earth evolution.

SRI AUROBINDO
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K. M. MUNSHI AND SRI AUROBINDO ASHRAM

K. D. Sethna

A veritable beacon lifted above the general obscurity and drift of
India's mmd at present is the article by the Governor of Uttar Pradesh,
K. M. Munshi, which appeared m numerous Journals all over the country
on Independence Day, as well as m booklet form-Aurobmdo Ashram.
A Plgrmage

The drift of the Indian mmd is under two kmds of darkness One is
a forgetfulness of the essence of our culture, an ignorance of the spiritual
Laght which for centuries was felt as the inmost power of the genus
of our land, an overcloudmg by mfluences of materialism and secularism
The other 1s a misconstruction of the activity of that essence, an emphasis
on the spiritual power to call beyond the world's values and movements,
an oblvon of the mmost Truth's pressure of self-mamfestat10n m the
outermost bemg. Perhaps the two darknesses are mterrelated-the
strength of the first mcreased by the second, for m an age of science and
soc1ology the idea that the kingdom of the Sp1rt 1s not of this world
is bound to encourage and even vmdicate materialist and secularist
tendene1es.

The name of K M. Munshi has always been a salutary check on both
the obscurities Without mvolvmg any ;recml from contemporary
conditions, he has served as a reminder of our naton's spiritual genius.
Not that he has been a leader in direct spirituality: his role has been of
the scholar and the ltterateur when not of the politician and the minster
But he has never forgotten that his country is the birth-place of Sri Krishna
the Avatar and Vyasa the Sage Himself a dynamic character, he has
without difficulty caught the dynamic sense of the spiritual Truth and
responded to personalities who seemed to live from withm outwards and
to lay transformmg hands on earthly movements. Any wrtmng of his on
a cultural and spiritual theme is, therefore, a sigmficant event, a pointer
m the right direct10n to all lovers of our country and of its real nature.
It is also somethmg that must make the most practeal-mmded sit up and
take notice, smce here is admittedly no day-dreamer registerng nebulous
1mpress1ons, no lotus-eater mouthing idle words

In the article to which we have referred, the Governor of Uttar
Pradesh writes: "In the course of my life, I came mn hvng touch with
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three Masters. Sn Aurobmdo, Mrs Besant and Gandh1. Besant
influenced me a little; GandhiJi mtimately; Sn Aurobmdo, whose contact
goes back to my boyhood, profoundly " He hastens to add that when he
s:.ys "Masters" he does not wish to be accused of or honoured with bemg
a devotee: "I steer my frail bark my own way, grateful for the light given
to me." Perhaps thus mdrvdualst warning enhances the value of the
article and the meanmg of the word, "profoundly", charactensmg how Sn
Aurobmndo affected him For we get the feelmg of a force that reached
the soul m spite of all barr1ers

But, though the soul had been thm, 1eached, there was up till now no
direct recogmt10n of what the Aurobmdoman work m the world repre
sented As he records mn his absorbing and moving account, Munshi had
sought an mterview with Sn Aurobmdo some years back. The interview
was granted-all the more easily because he had been a student under
Sn Aurobndo during the latter's bref career as Professor m Baroda
College and because the "militant nat10nahsm" of Sn Aurobmdo's
political days had moulded the pupil's early outlook Munshr's words
about the mtervew are memorable "When I visited him after the lapse
of more than forty years, I saw befoe me a bemg completely transformed,
radiant, blissful, enveloped m an atmosphere of godlike calm He spoke
m a low, clear vmce which stirred the depths of my bemg"

Here is genume response to the greatness that is not only Sn
Aurobmndo but also essential Inda, the Laght whch can brmng our country
its historical fulfilment and the world a new life But there was some
musgvmng as to whether the Ashram of Sr Aurobmdo as organised, guided
and developed by "the Mother" was really the r1ght means of express1on
and man1festat1on for thus ''completely transformed bemg" Not that the
reasonmg mmd could doubt Munshi told once the present wnter· "I
believe that a God-realised person like Sn Aurobmdo can do nothmg for
self-interested ends or as a result of some delus10n. If Sn Aurobindo is
what I acknowledge him to be, then I mw,t logically grant that the Mother
cannot be anythmg other than what he tells us she is " Yes, he was clear
headed enough to see the nature of the consequence from the nature of
the cause But clear-headedness is one thing and mner convict1on another
The heart has to leap, the soul has to accept, before a mentally perceived
fact becomes a dynamic truth. Munshi had not mwardly come mto contact
wIth the personalty of Sr Aurobmdo's spiritual companon and co-worker

Perhaps the Master's gant intellectual and Yogc stature flled hs
mmd to the exclus10n of all else-particularly as the Mother was not
Indian-born We Indians have two opposite tendencies we are either
bespelled by the West or antagomsed by it We do not easily find a
balance m our attitude to it Such a balance, however, is most necessary
2



K M MUNSHI AND SRI AUROBINDO ASHRAM

and Sr1 Aurobmndo's own lte drives the necessity home Educated in
England, he was alert in full measure to the cultural values and powers
of the West An Indian in the profoundest sense because steeped in Yogc
experience, he was fully awake also to the values and powers of the
Orient A creative synthesis of the two hemispheres on several planes of
beg, his work could not but be a fusion of the highest m the West with
the highest mn the East And an outward symbol of thus fusion was the
co-operat1on between himself and one who though born in distant Europe
had burned towards India with an unquenchable fire of soul and who
by an mntuutave flash had recognised h1s Masterhood as soon as she stood
before him m 1914 Yet perhaps it was not easy for everybody to read
the symbol in all its aspects, for too many irrelevant associat10ns often
confuse the outward-gazmg mmd And Munshi had wondered how exactly
the Mother fitted into the Aurobindoman scheme All the more acutely
thus curiosity had worked hmm after the passing of the Master who
had loomed so large m his thoughts ever since that mterview. Sn
Aurobindo's passing was as an earthquake. Ths impress1on has been
very effectively hmted m the article: "In December 1950 he died I was
the first to be told about it in Delhi on the telephone by our Consul
General For two hours my mind went blank I did not know why There
was only a vague sense of bemg stunned I did not feel like this even
when GandhiJi, who was certamly very near to me, died, and I saw him
dymg. But after that my mmd went back to Sn Aurobmdo agam and
agam."

And the depth of the feelmg aroused by the great departure is
allowed to be seen a little by us m the passage where the visit to the
"samadh" s recounted: "Surrounded by the wings, the mamn building
had a small compound, tastefully laid out. In the middle were a few trees
Under their shade stood the rectangular 'samadh' with sides pamted
grey-green. Flowers of magmficent hue were spread over the top with
rare taste-an unconsc10us tribute to one who thought and wrote
profoundly about aesthetics as part of spiritual evolut10n A cupola of
flowers was In the middle I was humbled I felt waves of reverence
Surging up m me Enclosed wathm ths stone monument were the remamns
of the man who, for sixty years, had lived and taught the true message
of India, who, for forty years, had stormed the fortress of the Unknowable
in order that the world's life might be broadened mto Divme Consc10us
ness. Conscious, too conscious of my own imperfect10ns, humbly I placed
the flowers on the 'samadhi' ."

Ii 1s m the context of the feeling here hmted that we must look at
the urge that brought Munshi to visit the Ashram. One who had lived
and taught the true message of India had withdrawn from hus phys1cal
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body-but the wider physical envelope that held the visible workmgs of
hs spirit mn the disciples was still there and functioning mn undiminished
vigour. the Ashram. And the centre of the Ashram was the Mother
She was, accordng to all logic, "the true message of Inda" contmnumng m
the most concrete form, and it was evident that whoever did not come
close to her must £eel he had lost touch with the Master who
had gone out of sight It was almost as 1f Sr Aurobmdo had moved
into the background m order to str1ke hs country awake to the lvmng
Shaktu of hs Laght, the radiant fountam from whch a drvme future could
sprmg for man No wonder Munshi wntes:

'When I went on an official vsat to the scarcity areas m Madras, 1
March, 1952, a visit to the Ashram was a foregone conclus1on

"Another motive impelled me to go I wanted to understand the
Mother-Madame Paul Richard of fifty-two years ago; French-born
occultst of a forgotten age, the Mira who m a far-off contment pmed
for the Lord Krishna of her dreams and found him m the Sn Aurobmdo
"Of Pondicherry; the one who m actual life realised what I call the
Undivided Soul and jomed Sr1 Aurobmdo m the search for the DIvne;
the mnsp1red weaver of home-going spiritual messages and later, the
Mother, accepted, recogmsed and canomsed by the Master and all his
disciples; thus integrated part of the Aurobmndoman 'we' was, and 1s, an
emgma to many-even to me. I had held many discussions wth fr1ends
about her What 1s she? What 1s her spiritual stature? What is the
source of her 1sprat1on?

"On March 12 mornmg, our car sped along towards Pondicherry, the
Natonal Flag on the hood fluttermg m the breeze Young Pthapuram
and I turned to the emgma of the Mother agam and agam. A ten1s
playmg, silk-garmented lady of seventy-five, carrymg a tenuous veil and
salutmg the Ashramites at the march past day after day was not exactly
a symbol of spirituality to the normal Indian mind. Was she a miracle
worker or just an artist? Was she carrymg forward the Master's work?
Was this how 1t should be earned on? As I have said, I was gomg to
the Ashram to try to understand her "

And it seems he has not failed m the attempt to understand In the
early part of the day m the Ashram he caught a glimpse of her while he
was commg out of Sn Aurobmdo's room Then, durmg the day, lying in
h1s room m the Ashram's guest-house, Golconda, that str1kmg experiment
mn a new kmd of funct10nal architecture wedded to a strange beauty, he
let his mmd absorb the unfamiliar atmosphere of quiet and dwell reflec
tively on the impact of new sensat10ns "What," he asked himself, "was
the secret of this peculiar atmosphere, rich with the psychic influx of a
d1semboded Master7 I could not help wondering at the skill of the
4
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Mother who, almost invisible, played such harmomous tunes on this
seven-fifty-souled orchestra. Why did I feel different from what I felt in
Delhi, 1 Bombay"? Was the sprat of my old professor blossommg into a
living Consciousness m me??"

Similar questions thronged mnto Munshi's mmd the same evenmg after
he had made a tour of the various departments of the Ashram and
witnessed 1ts multifarious activates. [ saw a unique experiment, an
expernnent which enabled people to live a self-contained commumty life
'If the world were to be drowned in a flood agam,' I told Charupad, 'you
need'nt have a Noah's Ark, 1f the Ashram 1s saved It would be sufficient
to set up the world again . .' But what gave the Ashram this vitality
and umty? And who created this wondrous atmosphere and how? And
why dud the Mother do 1t?"

Whether Munshi found the whole answer or no, he found somethmg
more precrnus than any answer in words-vibrant contact with the
Mother Has descrmpton of the interview with her 1s worth quoting from.

"After seemg one or two mstitutrnns, we made for the parade ground
Mother came mn trppng hghtly from the tenms court dressed in the same
manner as before, her blue-green scarf fluttermg mn the wind round her
neck.

"Then she went mto a small office, where a few mmutes later I was
ushered in. She sat on a high-backed small chair, her feet on a footstool
Her eyes were transparent, almost clear as crystal I told her of my
personal problems, of my old struggles, of Sr Aurobmndo's message and the
message of the Gangotr1.

"She repled m a quiet, firm tone, 1n a simple straightforward way.
There was no attempt on her part to play the teacher or mystic or someone
of superior power."

Out of what she said, we may quote a few sentences. "Sr Aurobindo
1s stll alve, as lvng as ever and wall contmue to lve. We feel 1t every
day. You told me that for many months he seemed to be haunting you.
It 1s not only your experience but of many We are determined-he
and I--to complete what he lived for . . India must maintain the sp1ntual
leadership of the world. If she does not, she will collapse, and with her
will go the whole world . About yourself, he was very clear You
follow the Imes of your own development and, as he said, you will gain
your soul. As regards the message which you received, 1t 1s clear to me
You must devote yourself to proclaiming your truth "

When the topic of the Sn Aurobmdo Internatrnnal University Centre
was brought up, she said· "I have been rece1vmg letters from persons
interested m his message who want to come here I am recervmg letters
also from parents about sendmg thell' children But I do not believe in
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starting mn an ostentatous way. I am bmldmg up slowly, step by step, but
firmly, and m ten years you wll see what thus university wall be lke."

These are the accents of a true builder doubled with a true vs1onary.
And the portent for our country 1s mdeed bright when one so deeply
vibrant with its cultural genus has undertaken io embody the spirit of
Sr Aurobmndo m an mstutut1on of international sgnuficanee The sense
of thus portent, enriched by several s1de-impressions of the Mother
ohtamed on seemng her the midst of children and as reflected m the
perc;onalities of her disciples and the vaned harmony of the Ashram's
work, appears to burn luminously m Munshi's mmd 1f we may Judge by
the conclus10n of his article It 1s a conclus10n of extraordmary mterest,
a blend of humour and homily, at once piquant and profound, mspiredly
dnvmg home a great truth with stnkmg common sense. It deserves
1 o be quoted and requoted

"When I left for Madras, 1t was with mfinute regret. And I thought
of our criticism of the Mother Yes, I, too, at one tune had criticised her.

"Suppose the French-born lady were exactly the same mn other ways,
but dressed m the saffron coloured robes of a sannyasm-if the Ashramites,
mstead of modern drill, did the 'hatha yoga prakryas', the phys1cal exer
cises of a bygone world,-and mstead of playmg tenms, the Mother stood on
her head mn 'shrshasan' and spun the charkha-and 1f the Ashramites
ground thell' own flour mstead of havmg it ground through a machme,
what would have been our Judgment?

"India would have gone on her knees before her m ardent devot10n
·We ourselves put on silks, eat machine-ground four, play tennIs,

but for our spiritual uplift we want only ways considered acceptable five
thousand years ago.

"And that is why perhaps, sub-consc10usly, we keep the spirit away
from modern life

"Then what about Janak Vdeh? And what about Sr Krshna, the
Lord of Yoga Hmself?

"If the spirit has to permeate and transform life, it must be through
lfe as we lve 1t, and that 1s perhaps the Ashram's speciality."

Wth these words the ver1table beacon that 1s Munshi's article cuts
most keenly through the twofold darkness enwrappmg the Indian mmd
The words evoke the authentic soul of Indian culture-a many-coloured
dynamism of the depths-which 1t 1s the Aurobmdonian ideal to mamfest
and which 1s at its Indianest by beg fraught with the presence of the 
actal, the current, the contemporary And since, m the closely inter
connected modern world, what is actual, current and contemporary in
one country 1s more or less characteristic of all countries, the Aurobmn
donian ideal becomes world-wide m meanmg m the very instant of bemg
6
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most Indian That 1s 1deed why the Mother prophesies that 1f spiritual
India whose cause is at Sr1 Aurobmdo's heart and at her own, should fail,
the world would collapse

A message 1s here, vital both to ourselves and other nat10m,. And
1f the saving Grace 1s destined to radiate from our midst, the message is
particularly of moment to us India must awake to the drvmne Shakt
withm her In order to awake, her mllons cannot do better than echo
in their heart-beats the steps of Governor Munsh1's pilgrimage.
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PAGES FROM A JOURNAL

THE EARLY CONVERSATIONS OF SRI AUROBINDO

Compiled from the Notes of Anilbaran Roy

INTRODUCTION

Before Sn Aurobindo went mnto seclus1on mn order to carry on a yog1e
sp1ntual act10n by which he could prepare cond1tons mn earth-life sutable
for establishing the Supermmd, he used to have long conversations with his
disciples During these conversat10ns a number of subjects were discussed
Sr1 Aurobmndo was asked questions on almost everything under the sun
According to hs old disciples, hs elucdaton of the var1ous problems put
before him, whether of human life and thought, or of the practice of Yoga
and of the play of sp1ntual and occult forces beyond the ken of the normal
human mtelligence, always revealed the same high wisdom and spiritual
enhghtenment that is apparent in his wn1.ten works

Exact verbatim reports of all talks were not taken down, but some of the
d1sc1ples used to keep notes Amlbaran Roy was 1n the habit of wntmg
down after the conversat10ns were over most of the thmgs that had been
discussed

It 1s true that Sn Aurobindo later changed his views on some matters
to a certain extent, not so much m their fundamental truth as in their
application to life amidst the fast-changmg cond1t10ns of the world; also,
as his mastery over the world-forces increased he was led to alter some of
his views with regard to the working of the Higher Power in the earth
consc10usness Nevertheless, the fundamental truths he had prevously
expressed he did not reyect but mcorporated them 1n a larger and more
complex umty

At some places the notes taken down may not capture the correct tone
of Sr1 Aurobmndo's expos1ton and bring out the precise shade of meanmng,
or again they may fail to catch the nght turn of phrase and the immaculate
ness of the express1on, makmg the phlosoph1cal formulation suffer
stylistically to some extent, but on the whole the Journal does Justice to the
Informal discourses Sr1 Aurobndo used to give to his disciples before he went
into seclus10n, and defimtely succeeds in recreating the atmosphere of that
per1od-an atmosphere of erud1ton and spiritual enlightenment, of friendship
and good humour, of love and goodwill, an atmosphere that can only be
possible among men who live together in brotherhood for the pursmt of a
high spiritual ideal and look up to their God-realised leader to give them light
and realsat1on

Synergst."
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Anlbaran records two very interestmg conversations the disciples
had with Sri Aurobindo m June 1926 on problems relating to health; the
laws of hygiene, the body-consciousness, the necessity of takmng food, and
the drawmg of vital energies directly from Universal Nature were some
of the pomts discussed. Both the conversat10ns are presented here 1n

the order m which they were held.
As usual the disciples came and sat around Sn Amobmdo for the

evenmg conversat10n. At first some quest10ns regardmg the Supermmd's
expression m life were asked, after which the conversation turned to
politics Then at the end someone asked a question on food and health,
and Sn Aurobindo took up this subject. He began: "We must reject all
formed ideas and samskaras-all formations we have received from our
parents, from our past life, and so forth Our likes and dislikes are only
matters of habt, and these habits can be changed Even from what
appears to be offensive to you at present, you can learn to take what it
has to give. I have no hkes and d1slkes-from everything I can take the
essence, the rasa."

Then someone asked· "On eating a green plamtam I suffer from
blousness and cough Mr. N says that I must throw the idea out from
my nund that it will produce biliousness and cough, and then go on eating
it. Is thus fixed 1dea or samskara in the mind responsible for the disorder
or is there something mtrmsic to the plamtam itself?"

"Both the things are true," replied Sri Aurobmdo. "There is ihe
dhrabaguna, the partcular nature of the food, as well as fixed ideas in
our bemngs. But the removal of the idea from the mind alone does not
free you from it. You must become conscious of the same idea m your
vital being and remove 1t from there as well The vital also has strong
likes and dislikes like that. I have removed all such fixed ideas from my
being down to the physico-vital and can, now take any food whether hot
or spiced, good or bad; I can now take the essential rasa out of any and
every kmd of food. In my case this desire for and antipathy to certain
kmds of food 1s still there in the atoms of my physical being. If that can
be removed, then 1t may be possible that even a cup of poison will not
affect me. There is not one law for everything. We are affected even by
the ideas in our environment, as for instance, there is a rigidly fixed idea
about poison and its killing properties in our environment down to the
lower animal kingdom. In dealmg with thmgs, you have to see the
nature of each, your power to meet and overcome its play and so many
other factors before you can hope to succeed. You may abstam from a
particular kmd of food for a time, not with the idea of rejection, but as
a temporary measure-while the whole system is reconstituted from above

9
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and you have developed sufficient power to be able to remain unaffected
by 1t."

Here the conversation ended. The next day someone asked: "What
is the relat10n between the health of a man and the observance of the
laws of Nature?"

Sri Aurobrndo replied: "What are the laws of Nature? Have they
been ascertained? Do men have disease because they go against the laws
of Nature1"

"Suppose a man observes the laws of hygiene-will he not keep in
good health?"

"The laws of hygiene are more or less artificial rules, and they do
not take us very far Often a man apparently healthy breaks down under
unexpected attacks while a man rn poor health lives through many
vicissitudes. All that can be sand 1s that a vigorous lfe m fresh open
air is congenial to health and longevity."

"What is it then that really helps the man to keep m good health?"
"D1seases are attacks on the vtal bemg. For every mdrvdual there

1s a sort of balance between his vital being and the external forces; if
he can keep the balance he keeps m good health. The body 1s 1n a way
conscious of ths balance and 1f left to 1tself 1s hkely to adjust 1tself to
circumstances, but generally this body-consc10usness is disturbed and
obscured by mental ideas. We have formed habits and samskaras which
are responsible for many of our bodily 1lls."

"Is this body-consc10usness a sort of an rnstrnct?"
"Yes. Thus instinct 1s much stronger in animals. In man 1t has

been hampered by artificial rules and habits. But one can become fully
conscious of this vital balance, and consciously maintain oneself in good
health Sometimes, even through blunders and mistakes a man can
accidentally stumble on the vital balance, and then he has d fair chance of
a long life."

"Is thus mstmnet very strong mn animals?'
"They also commit mistakes which arise from circumstances When

an animal 1s very hungry it eats things which it rejects in normal circum
stances."

We desire certain kmds of food whle we dslke others; are these
desires safe guides?"

"The desires come from the vital bemg and they demand satisfaction
irrespective of the well-bemg of the body The body-consc10usness
referred to by me is not desire-but an awareness mn the body of its own
needs. A man who has this consciousness will not take any food because
he feels a hankering after it, nor will he reJect food because he dislikes
it-after all, likes and dislikes are matters of habit and samskara--but

10
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he will select food which he perceives to be necessary for the mamtenance
of the body, shariradharma."

"Is food absolutely necessary for the body to keep ahve?"
"What is necessary for life is vital force; there is an mexhaustible

store of vital force m the umverse, and one can draw any amount of it
directly from the universe."

"Is it not more difficult to take vital force directly from the universal
energy than to take it through some kmd of food?"

"For me the former is easier. I can draw as much vital force from
the universe as I require. In jail I fasted for ten days-I slept on every
third mght, at the end of the tenth day I felt much stronger. I could
1ft weights whch I could not 1ft before, but I lost eleven pounds in
weight. Thus waste of the purely mater1al substance of the body could
not be prevented Once agam I fasted for twenty-three days when livng
at Chetty's house, I felt no weakness, I did eight hours' work, walked in
my room, slept normally and, after the fast, began at once to take food
normally without making small beginnings. The balance of my system
was not m the least upset-I drew sufficient vital force from the umversal
energy to keep my strength intact, but my flesh shrivelJed up and the
waste of the purely physical substance I could not make up. Hence the
necessity of taking some material food."

"Is 1t not possible to overcome thus physeal need??
"Yes, it is possible-but I was not able to do that at that stage of my

sadhana."
"Is sleep to be reduced when one fasts"?"
"I slept normally during my second fast But during the previous

fast m jaul I had to bear a great pressure of sadhana; consequently, I had
to do without much sleep."

11



PROBLEMS OF INTEGRAL YOGA
The Unpublished Correspondence of Sri Aurobindo

COMPILER'S NOTE

Many letters of Sn Aurobmdo have already been published
expressing his views on almost all matters concernmg human
existence and explammng the process of his Integral Yoga-the
Yoga of Supramental Transformat10n. They have been presented
m the form of a philosophical and psychological statement of his
leadmg ideas, experience-concepts and spiritually reahsed truths,
and consequently occupy an important place in the scheme of
Aurobmdoman hterature. The obJect of this Series, however,
is different-it is to present problems of Integral Yoga exactly
as they were put before Sn Aurobmdo by the disciples from
time to time, together with Sn Aurobmdo's comments on them
It 1s felt that a comp1laton of thus type wll be a really lvmng
document of his teachmg and will help the reader to come to
close grps with problems of thus particular Yoga.

Often, the questions asked by the disciples will not be grven
when the nature of the problem discussed is easily understandable
from Sn Aurobmdo's reply, secondly, the letters pubbshed will
not always be 1n answer to particular problems-they may either
be important mnjunctons given to the disciples or of a purely
mformahve nature Sometimes, letters already printed mn the
various Journals and books of the Ashram may also be mcludect
if they form an important connectmg lmk m the sequence of
quest10ns and answers

A PROBLEM OF KARMA YOGA

This month mstead of the Sect1on of Miscellaneous Letters, we are
pubhshmg Sri Aurobmdo's marginal comments on a letter written to him
by a chsciple regarding certam experiences he went through after his return
from a vast to the Ashram.

The disciple first had a "darshan" of Sr1 Aurobmndo m 1936. After
the "darshan" he went back to his home town and began to practise the
sadhana of Sn Aurobmdo's Yoga. There he passed through a very
difficult per1od and had a sprtual crsIs because of an unfortunate
decision he made mn the Karma Yoga part of his sadhana. When some
time had elapsed he wrote to Sr1 Aurobndo a letter explaining in detail
all that had taken place, and asked him to throw light on some of the
happenmgs This letter is reproduced below. Sn Aurobindo made
margmal comments on it, explammg at each crucial pot the mner
imphcat10n of what had happened.
12
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The Discple's Letter

A few weeks after my return from the
first "darshan" 1n February 1936, I
could, through your grace, apply my
mmnd to the sadhana to a considerable
extent, also, I felt to my pleasant sur
prise the Mother's Force pouring upon
me. Then suddenly everythmg changed
the honorary trusteeship of a Temple
Estate was thrust upon me, makmng me
uneasy, and I clearly felt a counteracting
force commg upon me I then wrote to
you qmte egoistically that I would not
accept the post without your consent and
perm1ss1on. Instead of getting a reply
from you to my letters, I heard wath
me clear voices warning me
agamst acceptmg the offer. The
voices were somewhat like this: "Where
1s the difference between repairmg a
house and a temple? It will brmg you
honour but also brmg about your down
fall (spmtual). By that you cannot
realise God. Nothing else could brmg
about your downfall." But circumstances
c.ombined m such a way that I felt too
weak to reject the offer, and m the pnde
of my heart to do a divme work even
at the risk of your temporary displea
sure,-I had fanth that, after all, you
would not cast me away when you had
' accepted" me,-and being supported by
the explanation of the Gita's slokas 32
and 33 m Ch. II, which smted my vanity,
I took up the work in rght earnest. But
I soon found my mind in angmsh, un
balanced and restless. I tried my best
to resign from the post but crrcum
stances conspired against me and] I
found myself lacking in courage to make
a clear break. While praying to God to

Sri Aurobindo's Marginal
Comments

13
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grve me immediate relef from the work,
I agam heard a feeble voice withm, say
mg "It 1s not yet time to leave the
work." That was the last voice I heard
w1thm myself-unfortunately I am hear
mg them no more Now I took up a
little courage, but I soon felt a terrible
uneasiness w1thin-I felt as 1f a very
heavy force, a mighty weight, was burst
ing forth from my heart and was gomg
to tear away my ribs, heart and head. I
fal to describe what 1t was really hke,
but you know everythmg I cried to the
Mother for help, which I received Occa
s1onally that force or a force like that,
but m a lesser 1tensity, tormented me
Instead of venturmg to refer the matter
agam to you-I did not because I thought
I had disregarded your warnmg-I spoke
bout 1t to some of your d1sc1ples and
Dr MS when I met them The d1sc1ples
were divided m ther opinion but Dr. MS
sad that 1t was nothing to be afraid of
for the force was nothmg but the Mother's
force actmg w1thm me. He also advised
me not to give up such work as he said
that you would not like that men should
give up work of such a noble and relig10us
nature He added that voces from
w1thm did not always come from the
psychic plane, but also from mental and
vital planes to delude us, and that they
should not be relied upon 1 1 That is true. One has to

In despar I wrote another letter to dscrmmate
the Mother adm1ttmg the fact that I had
accepted the post and work as a Trustee
m spite of not rece1vmg your sanction; I
was all the while trying to thmnk that I
was domg your work and worshippmg
you m a way, because I tried to identify
you and Mother wnth "Ram-S1ta" and
"Radha-Krishna" who were being wor
14
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shipped in the temple. In the letter I also
sought for Mother's grace and protection.
Truly speakmg the work was amazmgly
successful and the contmuea. progress
and success m the work brought me
name and fame and goaded me to con-
1mnue the work, though with a troubled
mmd forgetful of my sadhana I could
not st for med1tat1on and contemplation;
some force from withm made me get up
often
I know from my heart of hearts that

without your grace and protection such
work could not have been fimshed withm
so short a time m spite of heavy odds
If I remember aright, on the nght of 15th
August, 1937, when I was sittmg m medi
tat10n before your photo, I saw the colour
of your face change suddenly mto red
dened gold, hke the colour of the morn
mg sun, I perceived, too, that Hanuman
m a very mmiature form came to salute
you from your nght-hand side, and from
the left-hand side of the Mother the head
of a pretty deer appeared m the air, and
left the place immediately This scene
amazed and delighted me much and I
drew two poss1ble conclusions from 1t
one is-that I need no more serve any
other lesser gods, as you represent all
the Gods, as you are identified with the
Almighty God Another conclusion was,
that by servmg Ramchandra and Sita, I
was servmg you, and to make 1t mtellg
ble to me, Hanuman came there to pay
his respects to you-as you represent
Ramchandra in this age That force from
wthm occasionally tormenting me com
pelled me to resign the post when I
thought that my services were not of
further use.
I now find clearly that the acceptance

2 That means that the vtal
got externalised and was
dong the work for a vtal
terest losng ts nterest

sadhana
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of the work has done me incalculable
harm, as I lost the capacity to concentrate
and meditate on you and go wthin my
heart I lost all capacity to control my- •
self and cannot still discern what 1s
right from wrong or drvme from un
divine The mind instead of r1smng to a
higher level, sank back to 1ts original
level I thmk that my "fall" was com
plete Now I cannot "pray", nor can I
meditate or concentrate.
The questions that arise m my mmd

are:-
Was I not totally wrong m disobeymg

the first voices that warned me agamst
acceptmg the work? Were they not from
the psych1c"?
If so, what was the sigmficance of the

contrary voice that said, "It 1s not yet
time to leave the work."3 This contrary
voice still puzzles me.
The answer that suggests itself to my

mud 1s, that work whch brings uneas1
ness rn mmd and disturbs its balance and
makes us forgetful of our true aim rn
hfe, even though temporarily, should not
be undertaken But 1f that be so, the
quest1on arises: what 1s the significance
of the Gita's slokas 32 and 33 1 Ch II?
And was not the work of a more religious
and spiritual character than the daily
routme work of a pleader of our type?4
I tried to do the work without any

self-mterest, but I could not keep my
mmd calm and quiet. I became proud of
my success, I became elated with joy, and
I thrnk that I prided myself on your pro
tecton and grace.
I still believe that I should not have

accepted the work m spite of all the
pressure from outside.
Another question that arises in my

16

3 It may have simply meant
that having taken it up you
would have to go on for
some tme more wth t.

4. That is of little importance
There are those who have
done the lawyer's work
with the Mother's force
working in them and
grown by t n ward
consciousness. On the
other hand religious work
can be merely external and
vital in its nature or in
fluence.
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3

mind 1s, that 1f you pull the cham from
behind in all our movements, why did
the Mother give me strength and sup
port for such a long time to pursue the
work, 5 knowmg full well that I would be
"fallen" thereby? Was it to prove to the
hilt the truth of the first warnings that
you or the "voices" w1thm me gave?

Then the question agarn comes up
What 1s the significance of the voice that
I heard for the last time? Was 1t a false
vo1ce-commg from the vital or the men
tal plane?6

Was the work thrust upon me by
"you" or by some undrvine forces to test
my smncenty, to see 1f I would undertake
the work without your approval or if I
wanted anything except you?7

5. You used the Force for the
work, and it supported you
so long as you preferred to
stck to that work. What
is of first importance is not
the relgous or non-rel
gious character of the work
done, but the inner attitude
in which it is done. If the
atttude s vital and not
psychic, then one throws
oneself out in the work and
loses the inner contact. If
it is psychic, the inner
contact remains, the Force
is felt supporting or doing
the work and the sadhana
progresses

6. The earlaer voce must
have come from the psy
chic. As for thas one it
simply said that the time
had not come when you
could give up, not that you
should cleave to it as the
right thing.

7 In life all sorts of things
off er themselves. One can
not take anything that
comes with the idea that it
is sent by the Divine.
There is a choice and a
wrong choce produces its
consequences.
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Other questions that crop up are:
Was 1t Mother's force which made me

feel panicky and disturbed?8

What was the significance of the v1son
of Hanuman and the head of the deer that
appeared before you?%
I ardently pray for solut10n of these

doubts and questions.

I still believe, as I have repeated, that
I departed from my path of yoga in under
taking the work, and that my fall has
been almost complete as I have created
thereby untold "dangers and difficulties"
for myself, from which I have not been
able to come out mn spite of my effort,
feeble and ignorant that I am ... 10

18

8. It is not clear, but from
your description it might
have been the Mother's
force or the psychic force
from the heart trying to
break through the confine
ment by the vtal.

9 Hauman=c o mp le t e
bhakti,
The deer=speed n the
sprtual path.

10. It was evidently a mistake,
as it threw your vital out
ward and stopped the inner
sad.hana. But it is possible
that f you had done it
without interjerence of
vital ego, it would not
have had that result.



THE SADHANA OF SRI AUROBINDO'S YOGA
COMPILER'S NOTE

I recent years Sn Aurobmndo's teaching and his Ashram at
Pond1cherry have attracted a great deal of attent10n People from
Ind1a as well as abroad who vsit this spiritual centre are greatly
impressed by its numerous activities and by the perfect organ1
sat1on of the collective llfe of its seven hundred and fifty
residents Nevertheless, many of them, though they appreciate
the outer side of the Ashram llfe, find 1t difficult to understand m
what way exactly the actual sadhana of the Integral Yoga is
done, m the absence of a set form of disc1plme wh1ch they can
see bemng followed by all allke, they are unable to have a clear
grasp of the mner yogre life of the sadhaks and their spiritual
development.

It is therefore felt that an account of typical day-to-day
sadhana of different disciples written by themselves and
published m the form of a diary, will greatly help people to
have an mnsght mto the working of the inner life of the Ashram.

The account publlshed below 1s entitled· My Sadhana with the
Mother This account 1s all the more mterestmg and valuable
because under each statement there 1s Sr1 Aurobindo's comment
often bref, but always Illuminating. As the reader wall go
through it, he will understand, apart from other thmgs, the
extremely important part played by the Mother in Sn Aurobmdo's
Yoga of Transformat10n, and hqw She and Sri Aurobindo have
established a spiritual pose by which they act together on the
sadhaks. He will also begmn to realse how this Yoga cannot
be done and followed to 1ts logreal consummation by one's own
efforts, but only through the Mother.

"Synergist"

MY SADHANA WITH THE MOTHER

BY "AB"

5-4-35.
AB. In order to avoid unnecessary halts and delays in the sadhana I

must become more active, firm, vglant and strong I have come to an
inner understandmg with the Mother that I must not lose Her inner
nearness, and must keep the fire in the psychic burnmg day and night,
also, that no part of my being should ever lose courage and faith in Her
and in Her victory.
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Sri Aurobmndo. All that is necessary. The old nature does not give
up until there is a settled active peace, purity and strength of the true
consc10usness in every part of the being.

8-4-35.
AB. It s easy to be able to feel joy and happiness when the D1vine

Mother gIves Herself to us; but it is extremely difficult to offer ourselves
completely to Her when outwardly She seems to give no response, at least
so 1t seems to our phys1cal mmnd always lookmg at external thugs.

Sr Aurobdo. It is the only way to a real self-giving-otherwise the
ego always remamns mn spite of experiences and progress.

9-4-35.
AB. Very often before finishmg a full sentence I need to withdraw

even the part through which Your Force is notmg down the higher or
mner knowledge.

Sr Aurobindo. Yet to write 1s necessary.
AB. Many here say, "With Thee, Mother, I tread the path" I don't

understand them, for I see that I do not tread the path with Her. It is
rather She who marches on, keepmg me m Herself

Sri Aurobindo That 1s the deeper realisation.

10-4-35.
AB. Some sadhaks complam that they don't have many experiences.

I think it 1s due to a lack of wathdrawmng capacity. Whenever I feel
so, I just peep deep withm myself and find that so many experiences
are developing themselves They denote that with the present untrans
formed outer nature 1t is difficult for them to remamn on the surface all
the time. That is why they veil themselves from the external being at
times, and wait until 1t 1s ready or till they make 1t ready for the next
occasion.

Sri Aurobindo. That is so, so long as the whole consciousness 1s not
open or so long as one cannot live always mn the inner consciousness,
looking at the outer when necessary but not involved in it.

11-4-35.
AB. Why does it seem that my sadhana has come to a standstill since

the last two days?
Sn Aurobindo. You have first to take care not to be disturbed by the

interruption. Remain quiet and confident till all opens again
AB. What was it that pressed on the head so powerfully?
Sri Aurobmndo. 'The force from above.
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AB. What was its purpose m doing so?
Sn Aurobindo. It must have been to make a f1 esh openmg.
AB. But why was there such a strong res1stance to 1t°?
Sri Aurobindo. When there is a pressure for a fresh opemng, there

is often a strong resistance from below
AB. Which part of the being is again mterfermg with the act1on of

the Mother's Force?
Sn Aurobmdo. It is always the same-the lower nature admttmng

the contrary pressure from below.
AB. I describe certam knowledge m my letters to You. When the

letters come back to me, I just cannot believe that it was really I who
wrote them. Why 1s th1s so?

Sri Aurobmndo 'The knowledge comes from above-it is not yours m
any personal sense.

AB 'There 1s a sort of competition between the mind, the vital and
the physical to reach a new depth of mner emptiness. The vital may
succeed first, for there 1s cin ummaginable depth in the lower abdommal
region.

Sri Aurobindo That is good.
AB. The pressure of the Force is the same. From the head 1t 1s

slowly commg down Now I am able to hold any amount of Force. It
was in order to brmg about such a result that the Mother spent a long
time m buildmg up first peace and silence in me.

Sn Aurobmdo. All that is very good. The deeper the peace estab
hshed, the more the Force that can descend and the less the outer Nature
can send in its dsturbng forces.

12-4-35.
AB. There is a state in which one feels no experiences even though

they are there developing in the inner and the higher reg10ns. It is a
blankness.

Sri Aurobindo If the experiences are gomg on, there must be some
thing with the blankness that feels them.

AB. I feel that the pressure 1s much reduced today; it is not as
strong as 1t was yesterday. Does 1t mean that the higher Force has now
cleared its way by overcoming the resistance?

Sri Aurobindo Usually 1t means that.

13-4-35.
AB. The outer parts that were once res1stmng the Mother's trans

forming Force are themselves aspirmg for it now. How even my physical
observed a silence during the inner being's unity with the Mother!
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Sn Aurobmdo. The same must happen with the subconscient.

14-4-35
AB After the Pranam, I find myself posed above the head all the

time It seems as if the Mother has lifted my fundamental consciousness
to one of Her higher levels.

Sri Aurobindo. That is good. It is the stat10n on the higher cons
ciousness

AB The higher knowledge should be for us an enlghtenmng of our
obscure and ignorant nature and not merely a means for writing great in
tellectual thmgs. What 1s 1ts value 1f 1t does not come down wIth a dyna
mic force and will to be one of the means to transform our nature?

Sr Aurobmndo. Quite rght.
AB. May the Mother's Knowledge not be misused here as m the

world outside, where people learn only m order to teach or expound 1t to
others!

Sri Aurobmdo. Not always Some learn in order that the mmd may
look m a complete and accurate way at thmgs. But that is of course a
mental, not a spmrtual knowledge.

AB The whole of today has passed without any mner sadhana, and
the same is the case with every non-pranam day.

Sri Aurobmdo. It is the old physical sanskar
AB. IIy subconscent 1s at present m full activity I see my whole

past hfe passmg before me like a cmema film I have to remamn lke an
alien who looks at it but does not mdulge mn it

Sr Aurobdo Yes You have to see it when it comes up and dismiss
1t wIth the feelng "that 1s no longer mine "

AB. The present activity of my subconsc1ent 1s due to a pressure of
the Mother's higher Light which presses on it more and more to change its
old nature But 1t does not want to change as easily as the other parts
have done.

Sn Aurobmdo The other parts or at least some of them were also very
recalcitrant before They yielded afterwards easly because of the long
work done on them It is now the subconscent that 1s going through the
same process.

AB. When the deeper or higher pitch of the sadhana falls, the
Mother's gift of Knowledge does not leave me. It 1s really Her wonderful
Blessmgs which help me at all times and in all states of consc10usness
from the hghest to the lowest

Sri Aurobmdo That 1s very good
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THE FUTURE POETRY

Sri Aurobindo

(10)

THE COURSE OF ENGLISH POETRY

(2)

Beautiful as are many of 1ts productions, powerful as 1t 1s m the mass,
if we look at it not m detail, not merely revelling m beauty of lne and
phrase and image, m snatches of song and outbursts of poetic richness
and power, but as a whole, as defimte artistic creat10n. this wealthiest
age of English poetry bears a certam stamp of defect and falure. It
cannot be placed for a moment as a supreme force of excellence m literary
culture by the side of the great ages of Greek and Roman poetry, but,
besides that, it falls short too m aesthetic effect and virtue m companson
w1th other poetic periods less essentially vigorous than itself, 1t has an
1nfer1or burden of meaning and, if a coursmng of richer life-blood, no
settled fullness of 1pint and a less adequate body of forms. The great
magician, Shakespeare, by his marvellous poetic rendermg of life and
the spell his poetry casts upon us, conceals this general madequacy; the
whole age whch he embodies 1s magn1fed by hs presence and the
adjacent paler figures catch somethmg of the light and kmship of lus
glory and appear in it more splendid than they are. Shakespeare is an
except10n, a miracle of poetic force; he survives untouched all adverse
criticism, not because there are not plenty of fairly large spots mn this
sun, but because m any complete view of hum they disappear mn the
greatness of his light. Spenser and Marlowe are poets of a high order,
great in spite of an eventual failure. But the rest owe their stature to
an uplftmng power in the age and not chiefly to their own intrmnsc height
of genius; and that power had many vices, flaws and ser10us hmitations
which their work exaggerates wilfully rather than avoids The gold of
this golden age of English poetry is often very beautifully and richly
wrought, but it is seldom worked mto a perfect artstic whole; it
disappears continually in masses of alloy, and there 1s on the whole more
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of a surface gold-dust than of the deeper yield of the human spirit.
The defect of this Elizabethan work 1s most characteristic and

promment in that part of it which has been vaunted as 1ts chief title to
greatness, its drama. Shakespeare and Marlowe may be considered
separately; but the rest of Ehzabethan dramatic work is powerful in
effort rather than sound and noble m performance. All its vigorous
presentation of hfe has not been able to keep 1t alive; it is dead or
keeps' only, to use Mr Cousms' phrase, the dusty immortality of the
hbrar1es, and this in sprte of the attention drawn to 1t mn quite recent
times by scholars and critics and the hyperbolic eulogies two or three
eminent writers have bestowed on 1t Thus 1s not to say that it has not
merits and, in a way, very str1kmg merits. The Elizabethan playwrights
were men of a confident robust talent, some of them of real genius, they
had the use of the language of an age m whch the power of literary
speech was a common possession and men were using language as a quite
new and r1ch instrument, lavishly, curiously, exulting m its novel capacities
of expression; the first elements of the dramatic form, the temper and
some of the prmmary faculties whch go to make dramatic creation
possible were there m the literary spirit of the age, and all of them in
more or less degree possessed these thmgs and could use them. They have
a certam force of vital creation, the faculty of producing very freely a
mass of mcident and movement, much powe of exuberant dialogue, a
knack of expression both in verse and prose and of puttmg the language
of the passions into the mouth of cleverly constructed human figures wlu.ch
walk actively about the stage, 1f not m quute a natural manner, yet with
enough of it to gve for the tame the illusion of hwng creatures; and
they had eminently a vigorous turn for the half romantic, half realistic
reproduction of life and manners. Especially, it was a time m which there
was a fresh and vivd mnterest m life and man and action, m the adventure
and wonder and appeal of the mere vital phenomenon of lvng and
feeling and thmnkmg, and their work 1s full of this freshness and mterest.
All this, it mght be thought, 1s quite enough to create a great dramatic
poetry; and certamly 1f we requure no more than thus we shall grve a
prominent place to the Elizabethan drama, higher perhaps than to the
Greek or any other But these thmgs are enough only to produce plays
which will live ther time on the stage and m the library; they are rot,
by themselves, sufficient for great dramatic creation. Somethmg else is
needed for that, which we get mn Shakespeare, in Racine, Corneille and
Moliere, in Calderon, m the great Greeks, m the Sanskrit dramatists; but
these other Elizabethans are rather powerful writers and playwrights
than inspired dramatic poets and creators

Dramatic poetry cannot live by the mere presentation of life and action
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and the pass10ns, however truly they may be portrayed or however
vigorously and abundantly. Its obJect 1s somethmg greater and its con
ditions of success much more onerous It must have, to begm with, as
the fount of 1ts creation or m 1ts heart an interpretative vs1on and mn
that vs1on an expleat or 1mplcrt 1dea of lfe and the human bemg; and
the vital presentation whch is 1ts outward instrument, must arise out of
that harmoniously, whether by a spontaneous creation, as mn Shakespeare,
or hy the compulson of an mtuutave artst1c will as with the GreeKs.
This mterpretative v1s1on and idea have m the presentat10n to seem to arise
out of the mner life of vital types of the human soul or mdiv1dual repre
sentatrves of 1t through an evolution of speech leading to an evolution
of act10n,-speech bemg the first important instrument, because through it
the poet reveals the act10n of the soul, and outward action and event only
the second, rmportant, but less essential, reducible even to a minimum,
because by that he makes visible and concrete to us the result of the
inner action In all very great drama the true movement and result 1s
really psychological and the outward act1on, even when 1t 1s considerable,
and the consummatmng event, even though loud and violent. are only either
its symbol or else 1ts condition of culmination Finally, all this has to be
cast mto a close dramatic form, a successful weavmg of interdependC'nt
relat10ns, relat10ns of soul to soul, of speech to speech, of action to action,
the more close and mnevtable the better, because so the truth of the whole
evolution comes home to us And 1f 1t 1s asked what m a word is the
essential purpose of all thus creaton, I thmk we mught possibly say that
drama 1s the poet's vs1on of some part of the world-act in the life of the
human soul, 1t 1s 1n a way hus vus1on of Karma, m an extended and very
flexible sense of the word; and at its hghest point 1t becomes a poetic
rendering or Illustration of the Aeschylean drasant pathen, "the doer
shalJ feel the effect of his act," in an mner as well as an outer, a happy
no less than an austere s1gmficance, whether that effect be represented as
psychological or vital, whether 1t comes to 1ts own through sorrow and
calamity, ends m a judgment by laughter or finds an escape mto beauty
and joy, whether the presentat10n be tragic or comic or tragi-comic or
idyllic. To satisfy these conditions 1s extremely difficult and for that
reason the great dramatists are so few m their number,-the entire
literature of the world has hardly given us more than a dozen The difficult
eYolut10n of dramatic poetry s always more hard to lead than the lyric
which 1s poetry's native express1on, or than the narrative which is its
simpler expansion.

The greatness of a pe110d of dran1atic poetry can he measured by
the extent to which these complex conditions were understood in it or
were intuitively practised. But mn the mass of the Elizabethan drama
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the understandmg 1s quite absent and the practice comes, 1f at all, only
rarely, imperfectly and by a sort of accident. Shakespeare himself seems
to have d1vmed these conditions or contamed them mn the shaping flame
of his genus rather than perceived them by the artistic intelligence The
rest have ordmnarly no light of interpretative v1s10u, no dramatic idea
Their tragedy and comedy are both oppressively exterm,1; this drama
presents, but does not at all mterpret; it 1s an outward presentation of
manners and passions and lives by vgour of acton and a quite outward
g0ing speech; 1t means absolutely nothing. The tragedy 1s irrational,
the comedy has neither largeness nor subtlety of idea; tney are mixed
together too without any artistic connection such as Shakespeare manages
to give to them so as to justify thoroughly thenr co-existence. The
characters are not lvng bemgs working out their mutual Karma, but
external figures of humamty Jostlmg each other on a crowded stage, mere
tossmg drift of the waves of hfe. The form of the drama too is little more
than a success1on of speech and mnedent,' as mn a story, with a culminating
volent or happy endmg, which comes not because psychologically it must,
but because a story has to have a release of endmg or, 1f tragic, its pomt
of loud detonaton To make up for their essential defects these poets
have to heap up me1dent and stuat1on and assal us with vehement and
often grossly exaggerated speech and pass1on, frequently tearing the
pass1on mto- glarmng coloured tatters, almost always overstrainmg or m
some way makmg too much of 1t They wish to pile on us the mterest
of lfe m whose presentation ther strength hes, to accumulate in a mass,
so as to carry us away, thugs attracting, things amusmng, thugs strkmng,
things horrible; they will get at us through the nerves and the lower
emotonal bemg,and m this they succeed emmently,-since they cannot
get at us through a higher intellectual and rmagmative appeal. The
evolution of the action 1s rather theatrically effective than poetic, the
spirit and the psychology melodramatic rather than dramatic. Nor are
these radical dramatic defects atoned for by any great wealth of poetry,
for their verse has more often some formal merit and a great air of poetry
than 1ts essence,-though there are exceptions as in lines and passages of
Peele and Webster. The presentation of life with some poetic touch but
without any transformmg v1s10n or strongly suffusing power in the poe1ic
temperament 1s the general character of their work It is necessary to
emphasize these defects because indiscrirnmate praise of these poets helps
to falsify or quite exclude the just artistic view of the aim of sound
dramatic creaton, and imitation of the catchmg falsities of this model has

Ben Jonson is an except10n He has the idea of construction, but his
execution 1s heavy and uninspired, the work of a robustly conscientious crafts
man rather than a creative artist.
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been the real root of the mefficacy of subsequent attempts m the dram2tic
form even by poets of great gfts It explams the failure of even a mind
which had the true dramatic turn, a creator hke Brownmg, to achieve
drama of the first excellence.

Marlowe alone of the lesser Elizabethan dramatists st,mds apart from
his fellows, not solely by his strong and magmficent vem of poetry, but
because he knows what he is about; he alone has some clearly grasped
dramatic idea. And not only is he conscious of his artistic aim, but it
is a sound arm on the higher levels of the dramatic art He knows that
the human soul m action is his subject and Karma the power of the
theme, and he attempts to create a drama of the human will throwmg
itself on hfe, the will egoistic and Asuric, conquermg only to succumb
to the great adversary Death or breakmg itself agamst the forces its
violence has brought mto hostile play This 1s certamnly a high and fit
subject for tragic creation and his highly coloured and strongly cut style
and rhythm are well-suited for ts express1on Unhappily, Marlowe had
the conception, but not any real power of dramatue eecuton. He 1s
unable to give the last awakemng breath of life to his figures, m the
external manner so common m English poetry and fict10n he rather
constructs than evolves, portrays than throws out mto life, pain1.s up or
scu'tures from outsde than creates from wthm, whch Is yet the sole
tiue n ~thod of poetic or at least of dramate creat1on He has not, either,
the indispensable art of construction; only mn one of hs tragedies does he
vitally relate together 1ts characters and their act1on throughout, and even
that though a strong work falls far short of the greatness 0£ + ~1e masterpiece·
He had too, wntmg for the Elizabethan stage, to adopt a model whi.ch ,vas
too complex for the strong srmphc1ty of his theme and the narrow
Intensity of hus genus, and he had, working for tha.t semi-barbarous
pubhc, to mmister to tastes which were quite 1congruous w1th his purpose
and which he had not flex1b1hty enough to brng with1a its scope ox to
elevate towards its level In fact, Marlowe was not a born dramatist. ms
true genus was lyrical, narrauve and epe Lamted by hs inborn
characteristics, he succeeds in bringing out his poet1c motive only m strong
detached scenes and passages or m great culminating moments mn which
the lyrical cry and the epic touch break out through the form of drama

Shakespeare stands out alone, both in his own age when so many
were drawn to the form and circumstances were favourable to this kmd
of genius, and m all Englsh hterature, as the one great and genume
dramatic poet but this one is 111deed equal to a host. He stands out
too as quite umque in his spirit, method and quality For hs contem
porar1es resemble him only 111 externals; they have the same outward
form and crude materials, but not the inner dramatic method by which
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he transformed and gave them a quite other meanmg and value; and
later romantic drama, though it has tried hard to imitate the Shakespearian
motive and touch, has been governed by another kmd of poetic mmd and
its mtrmsic as distmgmshed from its external method has been really
different. Ii takes hold of life, strmgs together its unusual effects and
labours to make ii out of the way, bnlhant, coloured, conspicuom,
Shakespeare does not do that, except rarely, m early imitative work or
when he 1s unmnspred. He does not need_ to lay violent hands on lfe
and turn it mto romantic pyrotechmcs, for life itself has taken hold of
hum mn order to recreate 1tself m hus 1age, and he sts within himself
at its heart and pours out from its impulse a throng of bemgs, as real m
the world he creates as men are in this other world from which he takes
his hunts, a multitude, a rot of lvng 1mages carred on a many-coloured
sea of revealmg speech and a never failmg surge of movement. His
dramatic method seems mdeed to have usually no other mtellectual
purpose, aesthetic motive or spiritual secret· ordmanly it labours simply
for the joy of a multiple poetic v1son of fe and vtal creation with no
centre except the life-power itself, no co-ordmat10n except that thrown
out spontaneously by the unseizable workmgs of its energy, no umty but
the one unuty of man and the hfe-spit m Nature working in him and
before hs eyes. It 1s thus sheer creative ananda of the hfe-spur1t which
is Shakespeare; abroad everywhere m that age it mcarnates itself in
him for the pleasure of poetic self-vis10n

All Shakespeare's powers and hmitat10ns,-for it is now permissible to
speak of his lmutatons,-arise from this character of the force that moved
him to poetic utterance He is not pnmanly an artist, a poetical thmker
or anythmg else of the kmd, but a great vital creator and mtensely, though
wthin marked limits, a seer of hfe. Has art Itself 1s hfe arranging its
forms in its own surge and excitement, not many kmd of symmetry,for
symmetry here there is none,-nor m fine harmomes, but still in 1ts own
way supremely and with a certan intimately metric arrangement of its
many loose movements, in mobile perspectives, a succession of crowded
but successful and satisfymg vistas. While he has given a wonde1iul
language to poetic thought, he yet does not thmk for the sake of thought,
but for the sake of life; his way mdeed is not so much the poet himself
thinkmg about lfe, as lfe thnkmng 1tsetf out m him through many
mouths, m many moods and moments, with a rich throng of fine thought
effects, but not for any clear sum of mtellectual vis10n or to any high
power of ether 1deal or spiritual result. Has development of human
character has a sovereign force withm its bounds, but it is the soul of the
human bemg as seen through outward character, pass1on. action, the life
soul, and not either the thought-soul or the deeper psych1c being or the
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profounder truth of the human spirit Somethmg of these things we may
get, hut only m shadow or as a partial reflecton m a coloured glass, not
mn their own action In hs vus1on and therefore m hs poetc motive
Shakespeare never really either rises up above life or gets behmd it; be
nether sees what it reaches out to nor the great unseen powers that are
active wthin it. At one tmme, m two or three of hs tragedies, he seems
to have been strivmg to do this, but all that he does see then is the action
of certam tremendous life-forces which he either sets m a living symbol
or indicates behind the human action, as m Macbeth, or embodies, as in
King Lear, in a tragically uncontrollable possess1on of hs human
characters Nevertheless, his is not a drama of mere externalsed act1on,
for it lives from withm and more deeply than our external life. This 1s
not Vrat, the seer and creator of gross forms, but Hiranyagarbha, the
luminous mind of dreams, looking through those forms to see his own
images behmd them. More than any other poet Shakespeare has
accomplished mentally the legendary feat of the impetuous sage
Viswamitra; his power of vis10n has created a Shakespearean world of
his own, and it is, m spite of its realistic elements, a romantic world mn a
very true sense of the word, a world of the wonder and free power of
life and not of its mere external realities, where what is here dulled and
hampered finds a greater enlarged and mtense breath of living, an ultra
natural play of beauty, cur10sity and amplitude.

It is needful mn any view of the evolut10n of poetry to note the lmuts
wthn which Shakespeare dud hs work, so that we may fix the pout
reached, but stll wathn the work itself hs mutations do not matter
And even his positive defects and lapses cannot lower him, because there
1s an unfailing drvinuty of power m hs touch which makes them neghgble.
He has, however much toned down, his share of the Elizabethan crudities.
v10lences, extravagances, but they are upborne on a stream of power and
end by fallmg m mto the general greatness of his scheme. He has
deviations mto stretches of half prosaic verse and vagaries of tortured and
bad poetic express1on, sometimes atrociously bad; but they are vet
always very evidently not failures of power, but the wilful errors oI a
great poet, more careful of dramatic truth and carried on by his force
of express1on than bound to verbal perfection We feel obliged to accept
hs defects, whch in another poet our cr1t1cal sense would be swft to
condemn or reject, because they are part of his force, Just as we accept
the vigorous errors of a great personality. His lnnitat10ns are very largely
the condition of his powers Certainly, he is no universal revealer, as
hs idolators would _have hmm be,-for even 1n the fe-soul of man there
are thmgs beyond him,-but to have given a form so wonderful, so varied,
so immortally alive, in so great a surge of the mtensest poetical expression,
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to a life-vision of this kind and th1f> power, is a umque aC'hievement of
poetical genius. The future may find for us a higher and profounder, even
a more deeply and finely vital aim for the dramatic form than any
Shakespeare ever conceived, but until that has been done with an equal
power, grasp and fullness of vs1on and an equal intensity of reveahg
speech, he keeps hs sovereign station. The clamm made for hmm that he
is the greatest of poets may very well be challenged,-he is not quite that,
-but that he is first among dramatic poets cannot well be questoned

So far then the English poetic spirit had got mn the drama, and it has
never got any farther And this is prmcipally because it has allowed
itself to be obsessed by the Elizabethan formula; for it has clung not
merely to the Shakespearian form,-which might after due modification
stilJ be used for certain purposes, especially for a deeper hfe-thought
expressing itself through the strong colours of a romantic interpretation,
-but to the whole crude martistc error of that age. Great poets, poets
of noble subjective power, delicate artists, fine thinkers and singers, all
directly they turn to the dramatic form, begm to externalise fatally; they
become violent, they gesticulate, they press to the act10n and forget to have
an mformmg thought, hold themselves bound to the idea of drama as a
robust presentat10n of life and mcident and pass10n. And because this is
not a true idea and, in any case, 1t 1s qurte mconsstent with the turn of
their own genus, they fail mevatably. Dryden stumbling heavily through
his rhymed plays, Wordsworth of all people, the least Elizabethan of poets,
penning with a conscientious dullness his Borderers, Byron dffusmng hus
elemental energy mn bad blank verse and worse dramatic construct10n,
Keats turning from his unfinished Hyperon to wld schoolboy 1mutations
of the worst Elizabethan type, Shelley even, forgetting his discovery of a
new and fine literary form_ for dramatic poetry to give us the Elizabethan
volences of the Cenci, Tennyson, Swmburne, even after Atalanta, followmg
the same gns fatuus, a very flame of fatuity and futility, are all vctims
of the same hypnotism. Recently a new tum is visible; but as yet 1t is
doubtful whether the right conditions for a renovation of the dramatic
form and a true use of the dramatic motive have all come mto bemg.
At any rate the predestmed creator, 1£ he is to come, is not yet among us.
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DEDICATION

TO MIRABAI WHO CAME TO ME

Dilip Kumar Roy

Dilip Kumar Rov's drama "The Beggar Princess"
came to an enaf our last issue. The following is
the dedicatory poem to the Devotee and Saint who
has been felt in inner experience by the author to
be inspiring and guiding his drama on her life as

well as influencing his yogic career.

0 endless cadence, how shall my soul's lyre
Be tuned to thy mystic dominant of flame
Whose mighty overtones awe our timid hearts?
In my cradle I was fed by thy far lore
That set my soul a-heave as, avidly,
I drank in the lone legend of thy love
Cajoling the Formless to wear the mask of Form
And play even as a human mate with thee!
The blue of sky was pent m a mortal plasm:
Incredible, yet how mndubtable,
Lake sprays of sungold quelling phalanxed might!
What none could even dare concerve came true.
The epiphany of Krishna, the God of gods,
Upon life's humdrum plains, and a Queen of queens
Electmg at one stroke to abandon all
We cherish here below for what had loomed
At best as a faery tale an irised myth!
Oh, that 'an airy nothuig' should have come
To compamon, woo and wrench thee from the world
To be reclaimed by the Gleam beyond our glooms!
A life lived upon thus our dismal planet
Of fly1ng traces and swift-fading lusts,
A quest mocked by proud Reason which yet proved
An apocalypse of star-a hymn sung by
Love's lightning voice grown intimate! Hail, O
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Thou fhckerless beacon m life's waste of eddies,
Ensign of sky who cam'st to burn on earth
As an oriflamme of challenge to Destmy,
Staking thy all m a godly enterprise
To wrest deep laurels envied of the angels'.
Frail plgrm, who yet daredst to assault the peak
Which none but the sturdiest mountameers could climb'
Oh, that such a Rose of fire should have leaned
To a thmg of clay and, takmg him by the hand,
Guided hus asprat1on m compass1on,
Addressed a human m a human tongue.

•"I, Mira, an1 no modern messenger
Nor a lover of what is wafted on the surge
Of circumstance ephemeras of foam
Ghttermg on the phantom strands of 'Time
And leavmg a legacy of broken bubbles
I haunt no more life's restless stadrum
Where footlights go out swiftly and actors grope,
Where hghtnmg-fl.ares entail but a deeper gloom
I am inebriate of distilled starshmne;
The smokeless miracle Fire lights me home,
The perenmal fountam plemshed by the Lord,
The Source of nectar, I bathe m The One
Whose absence makes all earth-hues shimmer lke mists
And whose one sun-frank smile makes life a fete
Is my aim of wakefulness and sleep's last dream
The Eternal Evergreen is my one Swam,
Beyond the clouds and musts my one Polestar
The truths that, leaping, swoon hke wmng-chipped moths,
The million-crested waves that hurtle along
And break on the shoals of Destmy I pass by
I stay a demzen of the unfathomed deeps
Even as you, my ward I And so I claim
Your spirit as my kmn smnce you, too, pme
For One for whom I pmed from birth to birth.
It is His gospel I have come to preach
Enjoined by Hmm thus I enjom on you
'Live only for Hmm, speak only of Hs Grace,
Think, meditate on Has unrivalled Beauty,
Nurture the flower of Hs lavsh Bounty
In the garden of your heart. Smg night and day,
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With all the fiery fervour of your Muse,
Of Hun, the unseen Beloved, the mystic Mmstrel
Who changes love's heart by His miracle touch
Into a Brmdaban of bloom and bliss,
A carnival where His Flute calls to all
To swell His dance of Ras. Follow the Flute
Which, once heard, can be unheard nevermore
Reclaim thy birthright: be a citizen
Of the Kingdom where Has Grace 1s legislator,
Knowledge the dynast and Beauty banner-bearer.
The modern cry of lfe for drab life's sake,
Of illusive gleams whose aftermath is gloom,
Or the vagrant will-o'-the-wasp of puerile Art
Or Science that, bewildered, scans 1n vain
Jts island sparks of baffimg information,
Presummg to explain the mexplicable
Twmklmg feebly man uncharted sea,
Or fool statecraft that robs more than it gives
Are not for you. You are not what you seem
To your own eyes: a lonely acolyte
Of lonely Reason. And so you turned from these
Half-lights, world-weary, orphaned, disenchanted
To the one Light no cloud can ever quench,
Of the Orb beyond the hazes. Radiant Krishna.
The much-vaunted earthly music sated you
Because you hearkened to the magic Flute
Beside whose concord the loveliest strains on earth
Seem dissonance itself. I'll open more
Your ears to Hus apocalyptic mus1e.
The more you hear its call the less you shall
Cling to your cherished moorings, and the less
You count your cost the richer you'll become
Till, chasing the Flute, you meet the hidden Flutist
Whose notes are as soft as their call resistless
Through the aeonic wheel of cosmic Time.
But be thou warned: the modern seers will laugh
And challenge· 'How can a rustic Primitive
Keep pace with time? How can a Lotus-eater
Guide us m our sophisticated cravings
Or wean us from our modern pabulum,
So varied, complex, strong, intoxicating?
A picturesque and fabulous figure mght
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Have served a purpose once but now's outmoded:
The Creator 1s evolvmg wath His creatures
What titillated once as mystic anklets
Sound now, alas, as toy bells rung by children,
Affordmg at best pleasant mterlude.'

- "The Lord outsrules Hus scoffing prosecutors
And suffers them to follow the nch illus10n
Of their Valley of False Ghmmer and goes on still
Flashing His signals calling, smgmng, danemg,
B1dmg Has tmme, attending even upon
The rebels who deny Hmm m 1gnorance,
Ready to lead them back to His everlastmg
And never-agmg Bower of bliss and beauty.
The one unfailmg peak and plmth of all,
Incogmto, He pilots even those
Who, mockmg Him, vaunt they can steer safe home
Their self-will's cars unheedmg His red lights
He 1s guudmng allfrom fools and prodigals,
To saints and seers, sages and avatars,
Leading all to the last Haven-His Laght
And Love and Grace and all-redeemmg Wisdom
Not one sere autumn leaf falls from the tree
But He, the Upholder, gives His final sanction
I have come down to you because He willed
That I shed some light on your mystic gropmg
For the Journey's end-the Harbour of His Love
Where one day must all sailors come to port
I would today deliver you, my son,
From thunder-storms to blue repose and, lastly,
From the maze of words to Love's experience
The one asylum of all sentient souls
Words helped you once, but the fateful hour has gonged
When emerge you must from out their cosy coves
To dare the gddy heights beyond the reach
Of words however flawless and heart-warmmg
Steep is the path that leads to the pmnacle
Of unhor1zoned vsta of Hs BI1ss
Whence He calls all-the Supreme Tantaliser
Who, beckomng, recedes behmd the veil'
But whether you will or no, know you are gripped
By the last Abductor, Him resist no more
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Till, finding Hmm, the Nest of golden sleep,
You live and move m His all-absolvmg Will
Playmng mn tmme, or posed mn Has Timeless hush,"

0 Beggar Queen 1 my heart accept; thy lead
But can one do aught else who once has heard
Wth hus mortal ears thy disembodied Voce?
Or, havmg heard, stray back agam from thy
Compass10n's clasp-or, havmg answered once,
Declme to seal what the heart has ratified?
Thy words and songs, thy life of fabulous tr1als,
Thy world-oblvous Love's one-pomtedness
Now hold me m thrall I can elude no more
Thy mescapable clutch to which my soul
Has capitulated lead me as thou wilt
Free Spirit, owned by Hmm, make me HIs own,
His humble servant hearken to my prayer
May thy Dawn-diapason of delight
Resound 111 my dark vault O stamless One
From Hades' abysm delver me to His Sun
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SRI AUROBINDO'S TRANSLATIONS

R. Bangaruswami

Sn Aurobindo's exqu1s1te verse renderings in English of a few gems
from Sanskrit and Bengali literature form part of his Collected Poems and
Plays, for they are indeed, in addition to theff bemg excellent translations,
'poems m their own right'.'

It 1s a matter for regret, however, that hs translations into English
verse of Kaldasa's Meghaduta or Cloud Messenger and of passages from
the Indian Epics, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, which he wrote dur
mg the days of political actvty m Bengal could not be meluded in the
Collected Ed1t10n as the manuscripts were lost m the hazardous and hectic
hfe of that per1od

The virtue of a translated pece of poetry 1s best judged by some
generally-accepted standards of criticism. One, it must fathfully convey
the 1dea contamed mn the original. Two, 1t 1s not enough to be merely
literal but 1t is essential that the translat10n should brmg out the under
lymg spirit, the very soul. Three, the translat10n should, as far as possible
and practicable, adopt the origmal framework or pattern, prose for prose,
poetry for poetry. Four, the verbal and visual beauty of the or1gmnal 1ma
gery should not be lost.

No wonder the translator's work is seldom an easy task. Agam and
agam he 1s beset with a number of obstacles Ancient ideas and notions
do not easily fit mto current language I 1s no child's play 'to coax them
to ch,mge their robes'.2 The pitfalls of bemg too literal or too free must
be constantly av01ded The translator must have so mastered the mtri<!ate
techmcalities and potentialities of both the languages as to harness and
drve them together, as 1t were,

Two coursers of ethereal race
With necks m thunder clothed and long-resounding pace.

He must also constantly endeavour 'to present his age in its own language
a work of art which belongs to a different age. He must at all costs make
1t seem as famlar and as mtumate as possible. He must be contemporary."?

When the translator also happens to be a poet of acknowledged abi

1 & 2 Dr. K R Snmvasa Iyengar's Sri Aurobindo, pp 46, 49.
3 C M Bowra m the Sewanee Review (Summer 1950) p 495.
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lity, as is the case with Sri Aurobindo, the difficulties of the translator be
come greater, because by nature Pegasus refuses to be cabinned or crib
bed with too many lnmtations. In the field of translation it seeks to en
large its boundaries by attempting some polish of the original material or
by infuson of 1ts own pecular genius. That 1s why Sri Aurobindo holds
the view that 'a translator is not necessarily bound to the original he
chooses; he can make his own poem out of 1t, 1f he hkes, and that's what is
generally done.' That is also why Aurobindo's translations shine of their
own effulgence. But the spirit, the framework, the beauty of the
original 1s still there bright as a diamond but scintillating in the fol that
Sn Aurobmdo's genius has given to it.

THE CENTURY OF LIFE

Bhartrihari's Niti Sataka 1s, as the title, implies a collection of a hund
red poetic pieces of practical philosophe truths for life's guidance. 'Their
beautiful language has made the work immortal Successive generations
of boys and girls have drunk the honeyed words of wisdom, treasured them
in their memories, and I am sure, benefitted by them. It may here be ob
served, in passmng, that in practising good ethical and moral prmciples the
real dafculty comes only in ther applcaton to everyday events and hap
pengs. 'Well-born souls feel that gentleness and humanity are virtues
to be admired and are instinctively inclined to practise them; but once they
are faced with action they often remam m doubt. Is this really the right
moment? How far should one go? Is one not mistaken about the object
mn vew? A hundred perplexities intervene."° Bhartrhari here seeks to
untie the knots of a hundred perplexities, mdicahng, 'the rule of successful
as well as the law of ideal conduct and gives scope for observation of all the
turns and forces determining the movement of human character and ac
tion."

In its passage through time Niti Sataka has gamed a twenty-five per
cent accretion of verses of analogous merit and the Century of Life com
prises these also: the first thirteen of the entire body of epigrams deal with
Folly, the second thirteen with Wisdom, and a similar number wath Wealth.
There are ten verses each dealmg with Wickedness and Pride, seven on
Firmness and seven on Fate, nine on Karma, seventeen on Virtue, and. a
miscellany of twenty-five on kindred topics.

In the customary way of all great Sanskrit writers Bhartnhari opens
his subject with an invocation to God. This quatrain is itself infinite

4 Quoted mn Sri Aurobindo, p 46
5. Abbe Prevost in Memoirs of a Man of Quality.
6. Collected Poems & Plays, Vol. II, p. 165.
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riches m a small compass, a marvel of brevity and beauty At one stroke
of the pen we find ourselves elevated to a plane wherefrom we marvel,
muse and meditate on the author of all hfe and matter, here and beyond,
past, present and future.

To the calm light inviolable all hail
Whom Tme dvdes not, nor Space measures, One,
Boundless and Absolute who is alone,
The eternal vast 'I am' immutable17

With Bhartnhan speakmg through Sn Aurobmdo we learn that there
is no cure on earth for tomfoolery, that even Paradise will not be welcome
1f 1t 1s to be 'mated with fools', on the other hand 'company of good men
1s a very soil of plenty, yeldmg all hugh thmgs to man', that 'Nature, not
age 1s the hgh spurt's cause that burns m mighty hearts and genus hgh'.
that 'he who has wealth, has birth, gold who can spill Is scholar, doctor,
critic what you will', that the evil man 1s the 'human cobra', that 'the noble
nature m beneficence lives'; and that 'Thorns are her (a woman's) nature
but her face the rose'; and many other sparkling truths to lead the wav
through life's dark cavern The advice contamned m Universal Rehg1on 1s
of wde significance:

'Tis this: -Abstain from slaughte,·. others' wealth
To covet cease, and in thy speech no stealth
Of falsehood harbour, give in season due
According to thy power, from ribald view
Or word keep far of women, wfe or mad,
Be mld obedaence to thy elders pad,
Dam longing like a river, each act beneath
Show mercy and kindness to all things that breatl,e ~

Sheer beauty of express1on 1s acheved m many lines lke
Bllow on bllow thunderng, wthout pause "
Sprinkling truth's fragrance sweet upon the specch. 1'

The lotus slumbering in the darkened lake 11

Hs soul grows radant lke a flower full-blouwn '-'
The epigrammatic and aphoristic bnlhance of the pieces m [he

Century of Life 1s possible of achievement only at the hands of a master
craftsman m verse and this Sn Aurobmdo was even at +he outset of his
poetic career, for 1t should be remembered that much of the translaton
of th1s work belongs to the nmetes of the last century, when he was a
Professor m Baroda College In translatmg Nt Sataka one fancies
Sn Aurobmdo's mmd beatmg m sympathy with C R Das's-

My mind has grown a l1:11 e

7 & 8 Collected Poems & Plays. Vol II, pp 171, 181, 192, 200
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Whose hundred strings thy tones mspire.13

A hund1 ed glimniermg memories break lke flowers.''

SONGS OF THE SEA

Superb mn 1ts English garb, scalrng at times the lumts of sublmmuty,
Songs of the Sea (Sagar Sangt) by C R Das 1s a contemporaneous work
Sn Aurobmdo translatmg C R Das 1s an mstance of the deep answermg
to the deep. Fervent, ph1losoph1c, patr10tic and poetic, these kindred
souls were also mnspured with a pass1onate love for the sea. gam and
agam we find mn Sr1 Aurobmdo's verses references to the glowing
endearment of its beauties and its mamfold s1gmficance. The fascmatwn
of the subJect, the greatness of the or1gmnal work as a fine embodiment
of splendid poetry, the mutual fr1endshp and regard wh1ch the two grveat
men entertamed for each other, and lastly the artistic gemus of Sn
Aurobmdo which touched the gold of Das's poetry with fimsh-these
factors have made the Songs of the Sea a thmg of beauty and everlasting
joy

The forty stanzas that comprise the poem are uneven both m pomnt of
length and structure but the range of poetic imagery 1s wide and powerful
makmg the sequence a 'contmuum of poetic 1ndescence'15 and g1vmg a rich
feast of 'muse with 1ts subtle undulations of dissolving sweetness' I8 The
openmg lme-'O thou unhoped-for elusive wonder of t11e skies' m its
melochous settmg of a meticulously fine 1m_agery 1s a ready promise of a
good harvest to follow

With far-reachmg humility Das thmks 'that he has no art of speech,
no charm of song, Rhythm nor measure nor the lync pace.' What has
l;een expressed m such extremely felicitous verse, he confesses, 1s due to
the insp1rat10n that he has received from the sea both in its most boisterous
and in its most solemn, silent moods

My mand has opened only to thy sog
And all my lafe les lke a yearnang flower
Hued, perfumed, quverng n thy murmurous power
And all my days_ are grown on finte straan
Of muse sung by thee, O shoreless man ''

Mysterious, multi-tongued, multitudinous, the sea 1s all the same a
symbol of the vast Immensity that spreads through God's Eternity. ~~ot
only a symbol but a symphony of 'Infimte Voice' that contains wthm 1t

9-14 Collected Poems & Plays, Vol II , pp 172, 180, 200, 202, 252 256
15 & 16 Sri Aobindo, pp 46, 49 '
17 Collected Poems & Plays, Vol JI pp 253
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sounds mnumerable that wake into a wealth of music for those whose
ears are attuned to Nature. Das thus portrays the sea as a mighty
musician playing a mllon-bllon magic strains of unpremeditated art:
'O sea where floats Song timeless.' Nor is that all Magnificent alld
munificent the sea is also a veritable pamter with a blaze of colours
'green and pearl and blue and countless hues'-luxuriatmg over illimitable
space; a great hstor1an and philosopher 'recallng endless ages' and
'regretting countless lives'; a 'vast worshipper', a 'soul-filler'; an 'adorer';
a 'loud blmd conqueror', a 'friend'; a 'brother', a 'kIng of mysteries';
and so many other thmgs.

Byron's address to the sea at the end of Canto IV of Chlde Harold's
Plgrmage has been long considered as unque m the history of English
Poetry. The passage surges with sound like the sea and its very openmg
1s simple, beautiful and grand:

Roll on, thou deep and dark blue ocean-roll!
Ten thousand fleets sweep over thee m vain;
Man marks the earth imth ruin-his control
Stops with the shore, upon the watery plan
The wrecks are all thy deeds, nor cloth remain
A shadow of man's ravage, save his own,
When for a moment, like a drop of ram,
He snks nto thy depths wth bubblng goan,

Without a grave, unknelled, uncoffin'd, and unknown,
Shelley has an equally beautiful descript10n-

I love all waste
And soltary places; where we taste
The pleasure of believing what we see
Is boundless, as we wish our souls to be,
And such was this wde ocea; and thas shore
More barren than its billows; and yet more
Than all, with a remembered friend I love
To ride as I then rode; for the winds drove
The lng spray along the sunny air
Into our faces; the blue heavens were bare,
Stripped to their depths by the awakening north;

I
And from the waves, sound like delight broke forth
Harmonizing with solitude, and sent
Into our hearts aerial merriment

Artistically fine though the descript10ns are, the spiritual outlook that
equates the sea to the manifestation of the great power that creates,
nourishes and destroys everything from a blade of grass to the distant
star is wanting. Songs of the Sea supplies this element m all its beauty
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and beatitude as seen and enjoyed by the Hmdu sages and"seers of old
and as revealed m our Upamshads and Puranas. And the yearning cry
of the poet goes forth m one pass10nate appeal to the sea-

The light of Him I have seen, Himself I reach not, 0 sea
Slent I'li wet, make me one formless soul wth thee."

This, however, does not mean that the poem is deficient m the outward
dPscnpt10n of the sea as a part of glorious Nature Spark!mg Imes hkC'

The fathomless depths leap up to mix the sky;
Winds of destruction's sport walk tenebrously
Masses of driving death go chanting by,
The dreadful laughters of eternaty.
No lightning cleaves the night thy thunders fill;
Thy wounded bosom pours out clamour and wail,
The myrad serpents of nfinatude
Their countless hoods above thy waves extrude. rn

And-
The sunbeams fall and kiss thy lips and gleam
Calm and profound lake thy own majesty %

And-
Evening has uot descended uet, fast sets the sun,
Darkness and light together seze on them as one.
Gazing upon thy luminous dusk the clouds float by,
The charmed wind over thy troubled light sings murmuringly.'

The twm souls-Das and Sn Aurobindo-that speak through Songs of
the Sea have enshrmed m its metre and melody not only the sweepmng,
seething notes of the sea's buoyancy, its solemn and sombre cadences of
waling woe, but also the mtimate longmgs of their Soul.

18-21. Collected Poems & Plays, Vol II, pp 271, 258, 264, 269
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GUIDANCE FOR THE YOUNG ASPIRANT

Compiled from Sri Aurobindo's Unpublished Letters

COMPILER'S INTRODUCTION

More and more people are daily drawn towards the Ashram of Sri
Aurobindo. Attracted by the ideal of the divine hfe whch 1s being given
a concrete shape there by the Mother as regards both individual perfection
and collective hving, men and women come and settle down at Pondicherry
with their familes

The International University Centre that 1s being created round the
parent body has given an added impetus to these people to keep their chi.ld
ren under the Mother's care to get educated mnto a new way of hfe This
has led to the formation of quite a large group of boys and girls.

As those m the higher grade have already begun to study the smaller
books of Sr Aurobndo, and aspire to participate m the new Creation, a
special Series of questions and answers has been prepared from the un
published letters of Sri Aurobindo wath a view to give them help in under
standing his teachings. As most of the letters published here were originally
addressed to a young boy, they were written in a manner which would en
able him to understand things easily. Nevertheless, their value for the
elders is equally great, for they succeed in elucldatmg matters on yoga
which are sometimes a httle difficult to understand from the letters address
ed to the more advanced sadhaks.

"Synergist-'

Questons and Answers on the Dine

Q What is God? Is it not that the Supreme Truth means God?
A. The Divine is the Supreme Truth because it is the Supreme Being

from whom all have come and mn whom all are. 20-5-33

* k *

Q Truth is the Supreme Bemng of the Drve m which we hve. If it is
so then why do people sometimes speak untruth and do actions which
go against the Divine?
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A. Al] hve in the Divine, but not in the Truth of the Divine which is
her Supreme Being . . They live here in the Divine but unconsciously,
in Ignorance. 28-5-33

Q. What do we find 1f we go beyond the Divine, in the Supreme Truth?
A. You do not get beyond the Divine by reaching the Supreme Truth
-you only get to the Supreme truth of the D1vme. 29-5-33

k *

Q. What does 'Divme' mean?
A. The Divine 1s that from which all comes, in which all lives, and to

return to the truth of the Divme now clouded over by Ignorance is
the soul's aim m hfe. In its supreme Truth, the f'wine is absolute
and infinite peace, consc10usness, existence, power and Ananda.

31-5-33

* k k

Q. What 1s exactly meant by The Divine Mother?
A. 'The DIvmne Mother is the Consciousness and Force of the D1vine

which is the Mother of all things 24-6-33

*
Q. When can the D1vme do all actions through us?
A. There 1s this much truth that the Cosmic Force works out everything

and the Cosmic Spmt (Virat Purusha) supports her act10n. But this
Cosmic Force 1s a Power that works under the conditions of the
Ignorance-it appears as the lower nature and the lower nature makes
you do wrong thmgs. The Divine allows the play of these forces, so
long as you do not yourself want anything better. But 1f you are a
Sadhak, then you do not accept the play of the lower nature, you
turn to the Divine Mother, mstead, and ask her to work through you
m5tead of the lower nature. It is only when you have turned entreiy
in every part of your being to the Divine Mother and to her alone
that the Divine wll do all actions through you.

27-5-33

Q What 1s opening to the D1vine Consciousness?
A. It is an opening when the consciousness is able to receive the Divine
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Consciousness or Force (or whatever else it opens to) and
effects.

feel its
19-6-33

Q. How can I become one wath the Drvine ?

A. Open yourself to the Mother's Force and aspire-m time you will
become one with the D1vme. 15-6-33

Q. What is the Mother's force and how to open to it?
A. It 1s the Divine Force that changes the nature Make yourself quiet

and turn only to the Mother. 22-6-33
k

Q. How can one open to the Davine Mother?
A. By faith and surrender mn a quiet mind

Q In what way 1s 1t possible to take a plunge m the Divine?
A By strong asp1raton and concentraton

18-6-33

16-6-33
k * *

Q.. How can I remember the DIve whlst reading?
A. You can remember at the begmnnmg and offer your readmg to the

Divine and at the end agam. There 1s a state of consciousness in
which only a part of 1t 1s readmng or dong the work and behmd
there 1s the consciousness of the DIvme always 28-6-33

k k

Q. How is one to remember the D1vme even in sleep?
A. It depends on the growth of the consciousness. But first you must be

able to remember the DIvine always m your waking hours.
27-6-33
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THE INTEGRAL YOGA OF SRI AUROBINDO
Rishabhchand
CHAPTER XII

MIND AND ITS PURIFICATION

PART 11

The entanglement of the parts and functons of the antahkarana bemg
baflhngly great, we have to fix upon somethmg in it which will lend itself
more easily and with a better grace than the others to the work of pur1fi
cat1on, but 1t must be something whch 1s the most evolved in the nature
and able to lead it to a higher p01se and a more efficient working. For,
the secret of dealing successfully with the instrumental nature is to use
the most developed part of it as the grappling hook for the hauling and
overhauling of the other parts and steadily diffuse its influence every
where. If one part 1s sufficiently purfied, there 1s every possiblty of
the others following smt sooner or later. But no part can be perfectly
purified till all are perfectly purified, for even the shghtest imperfection
of one mmpnges upon the others and affects the general working. There
fore we have to find out the part which is most developed in us
indrvdually and set about its purficaton, extending at the same time
its hold and influence upon the whole nature.

The Purification of the Buddhi
In the majority of men 1t 1s the buddh or the intelligence, with its

wall, that 1s the most developed. Not that 1t 1s considerably developed
in most men, but whatever its development, it can take the lead in the
work of punficat10n, inasmuch as it has the capacity to command a certain
height and a certain detached superiority to the bhnd and knotted action
of the lower members. Taking our stand in the buddh, we can watch
the movements of our nature and attempt to change or correct them. The
initial superficial percept10n of the sense-mind and the understanding can
be developed into a crystal cogmtion, a detached observation and know
ledge of at least something of what passes within. And the buddhi has
not only the power of observing and knowng, but also of directmg and
controlling, which it can exercise upon the rebellous parts of nature. Its
will is a potent means of purification. It can get beyond the data of the
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sense-mmd and, by reflection and imagination, arr1ve at truths which
are inaccessible to them. It can correct and control the receptive sensa
tional mind which lies at the mercy of the outer touches of things and
impose upon it a rhythm and a true law of perceptive and aesthetic
enjoyment. It can teach the emot10ns of the heart a sense of symmetry
and proportion and cure them of their sloppy effusions or violent heavings.
It can put a brake on the random impulses of the reactive sensational mmd
and subject 1t to the rule of an ethical mnd, bent upon achieving what
is right and just in thought and word and deed.

But whatever the competence of the buddh and its potentiality as
the leader of the lower nature, it labours under many defects, some
intrinsic and some contingent, which have to be overcome, 1f it is to be
used as a primary agent of purification. The first defect is its subservience
to the action of the vital, the prana. Thus action 1s essentally infected
with desire so long as it takes place m the conditions of the ignorance.
All the preferences, predilections and prejudices of the buddhi can be
traced to the action of desire. It 1s true that a man of sufficient intellectual
development can deliver himself from the crude cravings and hungers
that beset the average men, especially those who live mostly in the vital
physical consciousness, but he too finds 1t extremely difficult to rid himself
of the subtler desires, the subtler preferences, the unuver
sally approved and admired affiliations of hs being to
certain cherished mental principles whch, though basically
unsound, appear to clam allegiance as gospel truths. Indeed, 1t can very
well be said that there is no thought or opinion or judgment formed in
the normal human mmd but is cankered or warped by some desire or
other. But the buddh which is liable to be thus tarmshed has the power
in it to detach itself from the lower antahkarana and stand immune to the
assaults of desire. It can, if 1t chooses, free itself even from the restless
action of the senses and the turmoil of the heart's emotions and refuse
to be clouded or overborne by them. This power of detachment is the
secret of the mastery of the mtelligence and the lever of the nature's
ascent and purification.

'The detachment from desire must be carried to an absolute perfect1on
"The mtelligence coloured by desire is an impure intelligence and 1t
distorts Truth, the will coloured by desire is an impure will and it puts a
stamp of distortion, pain and imperfection upon the soul's activity."*
Man's real manhood begins when the domination of desire ends. Whatever
the power and scope of the intelligence, and whatever its brilliance, 1t
cannot turn towards Truth or live m its light, so long as it allows desire
to sully its purity and fetter its freedom,-it remains a slave of the lower

* "The Synthesis of Yoga," Vol VI
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nature in spite of its potential super10rity. There is no dearth of examples
of a developed mtellect committmg gross errors of judgment or glaring
acts of injustice or perfidy, not unconsciously, but consciously, driven by
the desires and pass10ns of the lower nature, and even deliberately. In
such cases, the mtellect, because It submits to the importunities of desn:e,
has perforce to play second fiddle to the unregenerate prana and forfeit
its prerogative of bemg the leader of the nature. It is his animal nature
that leads man, and not hs humanity, so long as desire has the whip hand
of his being. His nnmaculate d1vmity remains sealed in his unsuspected
depths.

The second defect of the average buddh is its habitual dependence on
the data of the senses. The mtellgence that suffers limitation by the
m1sleadmg rmpress10ns of the fugitive appearances of things cannot be an
adventurer of new truths,-1deative, rmagmative truths which tend to
elevate and enrich hfe and touch it into beauty and harmony. All the
higher possibiltes of hfe would remain unrealised 1f the buddhi failed
to transcend the reports and reactions of the sense-mmd. The dream& of
the poets and artists, the visions of the seers and prophets, all would be
quenched and blown away by the chill breath of the sense-mind or the
reasonmg mmd refusmg to look beyond the physical facts of hfe. It
1s the tyranny of the reasoning mind swearing by the exclusive reality of
Matter that is responsible for the poverty of the higher intelligence in
modern man and the remarkable paucity of any outstanding intellectual
creation, ether in art or literature, mus1c or philosophy. 'The remedy for
thus enslavng dependence hes in develop1ng higher idealism, a yearnmg
for the Infinite and Eternal, a tens1on towards the Absolute. A one-pointed
aspiration for the DIvine wll release the mind from this thraldom of the
senses and launch it upon an exploration of the Infinite. And in propor
ton as it 1s delivered from its preoccupation with Matter and the gross
pursuits of the materal hfe, it will grow in lghtness, limpidity and
transparence, and develop its higher powers and faculties which will open
to It new realms of vision and experience. An increasing power of still
ness and silence accompanying the power of detachment will go a long way
to purify the mmd and prepare it for the final transformation. But, let
us insist, the most effective means to fortify the detachment and deepen
the silence and widen it, 1s to intensify the upward look, the hunger and
thirst for the Divine and to dedicate all intellectual activities to Him The
buddhi has not to be left fallow, for it is an important instrument m the
work of the reorganisat10n of life; but it must be freed from all lower
subject10n, fully developed in all its parts and powers, and held up to the
higher Light for its direct descent into 1t "Mayarptamanobudd.hi" is
the formula prescribed by the Gita, after the Samkhya process of detach-
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ment has been practised, for the slencmg of the mmd and 1ts turnmng to
the Supreme. In the Integral Yoga both detachment and surrender of the
mind go hand mn hand, and then conjoint act1on induces not only a turning
to the Supreme, but also a potent purificat10n and conversion of the mmd's
customary fuctions and energies.

Another serous defect m the buddh 1s that, bemg the seat, pratshthd,
of the ego, it labours under the fatal lmitat1on of a separative conscious
ness, and in spite of all its attempts at self-enlargement, finds itself
hopelessly spinnmg in the fixed orbit of a bounded percept10n and action.
The ego is nowhere so powerful and dommant as m the buddhi, and
nowhere, so subtly, elusively and pervasively active. Whether it turns to
the ways of light or of darkness, it has the potentiality to constram and
lead the nature to its own separative ends. It is only when it opens to
a higher light and surrenders itself, p01gnantly consc10us of its crippling
lim1tat10n, that the human mmd, particularly the human intelligence,
moves towards the discovery of the truth of existence and the recovery
of the unity of its vision But the truth and unity it seeks lie beyond its
present orbit and can be attained only by a self-transcendence A conscious
movement of self-transcendence and self-widening polarised to the Supreme
Being of infimte Light and Bliss and Power, the One without a second,
thP Ommpresent Reality, will be the greatest means of deliverance of the
buddhi from the meshes of the ego

There is yet another limitation m the buddhi, that, when it comes to
percerve something lummous and hgh-uplifted beyond 1ts petty circlings
and futile straimngs, it feels a double urge to advance towards it and reflect
it m the nature This double urge m the buddh signifies a double
intent1on in purification For, the buddhu is at once a means of ascent and
a medum of transmiss10n-an ascent of the consciousness to the unscaled
heights of the being and a transmission of the Light and Power and Bliss
and freedom of the heights to the nature parts below. But when it finds
to its chagrin that the nature parts are much too opaque and obscure to
be able to reflect the hgher glory, 1t abandons 1ts work of transmusson
and reflection and strives to shoot straight mto the Beyond "This it may
do by seizing on some aspect, some principle, some symbol or suggestion
of reality and pushmg that to its absolute, all-absorbing, all-excluding
term of realisation or by se1zing on and realsng some idea of indeterminate
Bemng or Non-Being from which all thought and life fall away mnto cessaton.
The buddhi casts itself into a lummous sleep and the soul passes away
into some ineffable height of spiritual bemng?"

In the Integral Yoga this umlateral tendency of the buddhi is neu
tralsed by a wide aspiration for an integral union with the Divine and

'' "The Synthesis of Yoga"-Vol, IV-by Sri Aurobmndo
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for His mamfestat10n in life, and a dynamic surrender of the whole nature
to the Mother's transformative Force The magnetism of the peaks is
balanced by the call of the base and the Light that descends responds to
the rays (the cows of the Vedas) that are released and ascend from
below. The destiny of the buddh1 1s not to abolish itself in the Immutable,
hut to act as a bridge between the summits above and the plains below,
and a channel of the splendours supernal. In order to fulfil this destiny,
the buddh must not only grve up 1ts basc egoism, but also 1ts smug
complacency in its own achievements, its petty thoughts and errmg ideas
and its bounded horizons of perception and imaginat10n There can be no
hope for its progress if it does not become acutely consc10us of its own be
settmg hmutatons and the lummous mfimtudes stretchmg far beyond

A thorough purification of the buddhi-of its perfect10n we shall speak
later-is an 1dispensable prelm1nary to the purfcaton of the rest of the
nature, so far as the majority of men are concerned; but it must not be
thought that the pun1fed buddhi 1s only a fully developed mtellect, brilliant
m its work of reasomng and discernment. It is more than intellect,-it is
mtelligence, in which there is less of intellect10n and more of light In the
sense in which it is used mn the Upamshads, it is a calm, inner light, burn
mg like a star in the dimness of the nature and pomntmg to the distant goal,
paramadhama. It is suffused with a sweet feelmg and athrob with the
vbrat1on of a potent wll. Its guidance 1s a guarantee of purity and te
grty, 1ts steps are the steps of an unfaltering faith. To deliver this buddhi
from the confused act10n of the lower nature is to be on the sure way to
self-transcendence A desireless, detached and high-aspiring buddhi is an
1deal conduton for the purification of the whole nature; but the ideal condi
tion can be fulfilled only when the higher levels of consc10usness begm to
open and take up the action of the buddhi.

Purification of the Sense-Mind

The sense-mmd reacts to the contacts of the sense-objects by the dual-
1ty of mental pleasure and pain, which is a translation, in terms of the mind,
of the primary duality of attraction and repulsion whose action we have
already noticed m the working of the bas1e chutta Thus react1on of the
sense-mind 1s 1mediate and automate, and often irrational or subratonal.
A man comes to me As soon as I set eyes on him, there rises a sensation
1n me, 1med1ate and automate in 1ts act1on, but nevertheless mmper
ceptibly condit10ned by many factors, such as the then state of my chitta,
the surface mood in which I am at that moment, the active associations of
my mmd, the workmg of my sense of sight etc All these factors combine
to produce mn me a sensation either of attraction or repuls10n, that is to say,
of mental sympathy or antipathy, which is a nervous-mental reaction,
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generated by the outer impact Then the same reaction is reproduced in
terms of the emotions of my heart and I feel either pleased or displeased.
All this tangled action of the antahkarana goes on on the basis of the sense
impressions, and that is why very often we find that we have been betray
ed into regrettable errors-the first impressions prove to be very deceptive.
It 1s clear, then, that the very basis of our knowledge of the world is a
shaky one, dependent upon many accidental factors, which _preclude any
right perception of truth. This erratic action of the sense-mind has to be
replaced by a steady action of the buddh m 1t. Instead of the sense-mind
imposmg its first impressions upon the buddh and leading it into blind
alleys, the buddh must hold the rems of the mmd and impose upon it a
dispassionate calm and equalty, and discountenance its habitual, irrational
movement of automatic hkmg and d1slikmg. The action of the sense-mind
should be controlled and enlightened from above by the buddh, and not
left to be wire-pulled by the prmmutve ch1tta or obscured and bedevilled
by the accretions m the surface consciousness. Delivered from the past
samskaras and the habitual reactons, 1t wall proceed m the developing lght
of the buddhi and help in the orgamc advance of the whole nature towards
Truth. In the Upanishads the sense-mmd has been likened to the rems,
and the senses to the horses which run through the pastures of sense
objects; and it is said that, 1f the soul which is the master of the chariot of
the body, has to reach its destmation, the Divme, it must have a purified
buddh1 as its charioteer, holding the reins of the sense-mmd and control
ling the wild senses If the buddhi lets go its hold on the bridle, that is to
say, the sense-mind, then the chariot goes tumblmg and rolling into the
nearest ditch The buddh, itself purified, must also reject the sense-mind's
mechanical thoughts and ideas, its frmtless circling round its cherished
objects, and establish in it a serene silence and a smilmg readmess to serve
the hgher light.

As in the receptive, so m the active and reactive sense-mind, the in
sidious mfluence of the obscure chitta has to be completely mhibited. Tho
impulses to action must come, not from any desires, overt or disguised, but
from the wll mn the intelligence, till the divine will reveals Itself and takes
up the gmdance of the being. A vigilant control of the huddhi over the
active sense-mmd will minimise, f not obviate, the resurgence of the tur
bid stuff of the chitta, which usually seeks to swamp our surface being and
spurts out in sporadic action. But for a complete 1mmumty of the sense
mmnd from the raids of the nether elements, a more systematic purification
of the chitta itself is indispensable. ·

In the next article we shall consider m brief the purification of the
chitta with a particular reference to the emotional mind, which is such a
prohfic source of trouble and disappointment to the beginners m Yoga.
5%



BOOKS IN THE BALANCE

SRI AUROBINDO MANDIR ANNUAL: NO 11.

(Publishers: Sri Aurobindo Patha Mandir, Calcutta.
Price: cloth-bound, Rs. 5-8; paper-bound, Rs. 4-8).

The appearance of this annual on 15th August always comes as a
quickening message to the spiritual aspirants after a gap of mtermmably
long summer months. Its most stmmulatmg feature is the rich crop of
Sri Aurobmdo's unpublished wntmgs which by their freshness and
originality breathe a new vigour and life and agam tempt us to scale the
heights which almost appear maccessible to the tread of earth-bound
mortals Sn Aurobmdo the yogi-poet is perhaps the first m hammering
out an expression that reveals m 1ts full effulgence "the lummous tracts
and heavens serene",

And El<lorados of splendour and el'stasy,
which, as he assures us, are not mere visionary gleams beyond our ken but

Awat dscovery on our summit selves
Thus year's annual opens wath the poem, The Descent of Ahana Ths

is "The earher and ongmal version of the poem from which a portion was
taken out and published first as Ahana... and later on mcluded in the
Collected Poems and Plays, under the same title but considerably revised
and enlarged " The later version is much more compact, terse and rises
to dizzy heights and surveys with great profundity the whole field of
human quest for Light, Freedom and Immortality, but precisely for that
reason its radiance is too dazzling for the mortal's "half-closed eyes"
which get screwed because of their long habit of darkness He himself
says

Heavy s godhead to bear wth its mghty sun-burden of lustre
The earler version 1s complete and the light 1s more tempered and diffused
and the theme also is keyed to a simpler stram, and is more easily under
standable The ascents are not abrupt and steep and there are many
tiers to "bridge our earthhood and heavenhood."

The theme is the eternal Promethean fire of man's aspiration which
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"manifests in the dvmat1on of godhead, the impulse towards perfection,
the search after pure truth and unmarred Bliss, the sense of a secret
immortality" (The Lafe Dwne). But thus uphll task demands a strength
from man which this frail terrestrial creature lacks and he cannot
surmount the myrad difficulties that beset hs path unless the D1vine
Grace herself descends on earth to 'hew the ways of Immortality' through
mtractable forests and rocks of gramte The Divme Grace, again and
agam, makes the great sacrifice, leaves her heavens of eternal trance
where, as Ahana says:

Centres passed me unnotced, mllennaums pershed unnumbered
and ascends mto clay, takes upon herself the whole burden of earthly
nature and then manfests as much of D1vme Light, Truth and Love as
the earth m 1ts evolutionary progress can recerve and ass1m1late. But 1t
is not all a smooth saulmg, because, as Sn Aurobmdo says mn Str.

Hard is it to persuade earth-nature's change,
Mortality bears ill the eternal's touch

The Inconscient refuses to change and
Almost wth hate repels the lght t brng8

and, what is worse,
Inflictzng on the heghts the abysm's law
It sulles wth ts mre heaven's messengers
Its thorns of fallen nature are the defence
It turns against the saviour hands of grace,
It meets the sons of god with death and pain.

This, m brief, is the whole sense and sigmficance of the Descent of Ahana,
"the Dawn of God" who "descends on the world where amid the strife
and trouble of mortality the Hunters of Joy, the Seekers after Know
ledge, the Climbers m the quest of Power are toilmg up the slopes or
wautmng m the valleys." Their voices penetrate her home of Divme Fehcity
and Peace mn Heaven and ultimately succeed m persuading the Compas
s1onate Mother to make the great holocaust and plunge in the heart of
darkness with her light and love The magmtude of the sacrifice can never
be imagmed by the children of mortality Its poignancy can be dimly
felt mn these words mn the Prayers and Meditations of the Mother, "All
the grades of consciousness appeared, all the successive worlds. Some
were splendid and lummous, well ordered and clear; there knowledge
was resplendent, expression was harmomous and vast, will was potent
and mvmcible." And then she "perceived m its entirety the hideous
suffermg of the world of misery and ignorance" and God's "children
locked mn a sombre struggle, flung upon each other by energies that had
deviated from their true aim."
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The world calls Ahana from her "Silence vast and pure", but says she:
World? What wage had my soul when ts strength was thy

neighbour
Though I have loved all, workang ad sufferng, gvng them

pleasure?
But the "Voices" know the Mother''s heart and so are not driven to despaur
by this refusal for they are certamn that her heart must ultimately thaw
before their "fire-importumties" They persist

other the nature he gave thee,
Scourged and indulged, to obey and to wrestle with strengths

that enslave thee,
Just as thy nature, thy task for the love and the laughter of ages;
Mighty thou art, but a slave, and the chain and the whap are thy

wages.
Though Ahana comes to manifest the Divme Nature, Sn Aurobmdo always
garments her with humamty and she always speaks m terms of human
feelmgs and agomes suffered with feminme delicacy and tenderness She
is reluctant to come down less perhaps for her own suffermg than for the
reason that these refusals mtensify and even fortify the aspiration of the
seekers. She says:

Now I have done with space and my soul is released from the
hours;

But those who have fully tasted the bitter-sweet of the earth and also have
quivered to the touch of the higher Beatitude cannot give up the quest
They say:

Snatches of pleasure we seized; they were haunted and challenged
by sorrow.

Marred was our 1oy of the day by the care and the dread of the
morrow

They invoke her with first mild solertatigns, and then, embodying what
Sn Aurobmdo elsewhere calls

.. Death's dre appeal to Eternaty,
Earth's outcry to the lamtless Sblame,

come floodmg these passionate Imes:
Come, come down to us, Woman divine whom the world

unforgetting
Yearns for still; we will draw thee, 0 Star, from the colourless

setting.
Lonely thou sittest alone in the fruitless vasts of the spirit;
Waatest thou, goddess, then for some younger world to complete

or inherit?
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Nay, f thou save not ths, wll another rse from the spaces?
Only the past fulfilled can conJure room to the future that presses.

The poem, though not a drama, has many dramatic situations and Sri
Aurobindo has shown a unique craftsmanship in lending an objective
vividness to an episode which takes place entirely in the Inner Worlds
of consc10usness. Shelley's Prometheus Unbound founders as a drama
when it reaches 1ts clmax in the death of Jupiter. Shelley made 1t some
thing akmn to spirtual conversion and thus knocked the bottom out of the
whole plot, for "plot is character m action." The chmax m Ahana comes
when her heart gives way before the triumphant rapduty of the upward
flight of the "voices" and feels as if she were gomg to be ravished She
says:

Lo, their souls are cast on my soul like forms in a mirror!
Hark, they arse, they aspire, they are near, and I shudder with

terror.
Man's soaring aspraton proves unconquerable and the Divine has to
respond and so she condescends to come.

The next article is taken from Sn Aurobindo's unpublished Thoughts
and Glimpses They are epigrammatic m their sharpness and always
pregnant with the profoundest truths of hfe and spurt. He 1s neither for
discarding hfe out of a lure for the Spurt nor for an indulgence of 1ts
lower movements. Yoga is the way of fulfilment of lfe as envisaged by
him But m what way fulfilment? He points the finger of light:
"The upward movement 1s towards Heaven, the downward movement
towards Hell The ammal soul fulfils itself when it transcends ammahty
and becomes human Humamty also fulfils itself when 1t transcends
humamty and becomes God."

The two commentaries, one on the first Rik of Rgveda and the other
on the first verse of Chhandogya Upanishad, are highly scholarly and bear
the stamp of Sn Aurobindo's realisat10n by experience of what these
ancient cryptic verses symbolise or suggest.

Nohm Kanta Gupta's articles based upon talks given by the Mother
reveal him as the master of the lacomc and lucid. They open new vistas
of occult and spiritual knowledge The human body assumes quite a new
role and appears not only as a microcosm but as a control room of cosmic
rhythms.

The Vak of the Veda· by T. V. Kapal Sastry is characteristic of this
great Sanskrit scholar. The true source of the "word" is a realm quite
unknown to the Western World, a terra incognita, but the ancients knew
it and Kapal Sastry presents it mn a form which makes the whole subject
understandable by the modern mmnd.

M.P. - Pandit has the key to the cryptic symbolism of the Veda
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mantras and his article on Soma brmgs to a close his exposition of the
subject. He unfolds most consistently the symbolic meaning of all the
terms used ill connect10n with extractmg of Soma such as the stone and
the mortar and pestle.

Accordmg to him, "Soma, the wme of Delight ill existence, 1s there m
the bemg of man. To set 1t flow freed from obstruction and canalise its
abundant streammngs from the soul's offering to the gods 1s the object of
the Yajmana, the mystic engaged m the sacrifice."

Rshabhchand's article, The Philosophy of Educaton, 1s an outstanding
contribution and deserves to be widely read There 1s a new light thrown
on the whole nature of man, which 1s a fabnc with tier on tier, viz. the
physical, vital, mental and over and above these the psychic and the
spiritual. It stems out of a vs1on which sees things stead1ly and sees them
whole It 1s bound to prove a landmark in grvmng a new orientation to
the system of educat10n.

The annual 1s very reasonably priced and the publishers are to be
congratulated upon the profound articles that they have been able to elicit.
Professor Arabmnda Basu's Divine Maya is very cogent and Professor
S K. Mantra's Sr Aurobindo and Goethe 1s very mteresting and scholarly

RN. KHANNA

FURTHER LIGHTS: 'THE VEDA AND THE TANTRA

By T. V KAPALI SASTRY

(Sri Aurobindo Library, 369 Esplanade, Madras, Rs. 4).

While the polt1cal and soc1al history of India has been characterised
by a huge diversity m the rise and fall of kmgdoms and growth of multi
far1ous institutions, a smgle spiritual unuty characterizes the Indian mmd
of all ages It has recognized unfa1lmgly at all times that man 1s conscious
only of a small fraction of himself and that in and around him there abound
the forces of the Infinite. There have therefore been successive attempt::.
for him to exceed himself and correspondingly establish in him the Forces
of Light. In the words of Sri Aurobindo:

A deep surrender is their source of might,
A still identity ther way to know.

· "Savtri", I4
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This basic unity, the spiritual and occult process of Invocat10n and esta
blishment (Pratishta) has been the characteristic unity m India as has been
explained by T. V Kapa Sastry m the mvocations m the Apr1 Hymns and
m his illuminatmg treatise on Prana Pratishta.

Three successive stages are noticeable mn the spr1tual and cultural
history of this country, the Vedic, the Upamshadic and Puranic or Tantr1c
ages. The Vedic age has been characterised by Sn Aurobmdo as "the
early period of human thought when the spiritual and psychological know
ledge of the race was concealed m a veil of concrete and natural figures
and symbols which protected the sense from the profane and revealed it to
the imtiated" (A1·ya-Vol. I). The second is the age of Dharma and Sastra
when the inner truth was sought to be revived by meditation and extended
as the law of the race to gude human actrvty The third 1s the Tantr1e
age when the impulses of the mmd and emotions were taken up for trans
format1on In the book under review, which 1s a sequel to the author's
other two books, Lights on the Veda and Lights on the Upanishads, the
umty that has governed the spiritual mmd of India has been emrhasised
and the two popular m1Sconcept10ns that the Vedas in the mam are meant
only for rituals and that the Tantras are opposed to the Veda are rooted out.

Godhead and the Gods n Rg Veda Modern western scholarship
walkmg on the crutches provided by the rtualstc commentary of Sayana,
holds out that the Rks were sacrificial hymns, prayers and praises to the
Sun, Fire, Wmds and Waters, for material wealth and plemtude. But be
hind the veil of Vedic symbolism hes the real nature of the Vedic Godhead
Kapal Sastry has pointed out that the Vede Gods wth different names are
but Powers of one supreme Godhead In his own words, "the Gods of the
Veda are not mere names but different Powers, have different funct10ns,
distmchve signs that mark them out, featurmg their personalities, yet not
absolutely separate from but closely allied to one another, not apart from
the sole supreme Truth, the Godhead, but defimte mamfestat10ns of that
Indefinable." Tapas or spiritual force is the necessary condit10n for under
standing the nature of Vedic Godheads. Citmg a number of hymns from
the body of the ten Mandalas, the author has stated that the One was known
to the Seers. As Powers and Personalities of the One, the Vedic Gods
have a cosmic funct10n m the umverse, but they have their domam m the
psychologcal and spiritual function in man It 1s therefore the conscious
grvmng up of the respective domains to the various Godheads that 1s the or1
gm for the Vedic mner-sacnfice "Sacrifice is the law msttuted by the
creative Godhead, the Purusha for self-extens1on in the world-existence,
1t 1s the law by which creation is sustained and it is also the law by which
enlargement and growth into the image of the immortal Godhead is pos
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sible." Having set out the general prmc1ple of sacnfice, the author illus
trates the truth in respect of Agni, the first God

"Of all the Gods, he is the first to be born m man. He 1s the will of the
D1vme m man and once he 1s awakened, he rises and grows heavenward
fed by the offermgs of the sacrificer, the human soul He 1s the Flame
whose origmal home is rn the great heaven. He contams rn himself the
seven essentials of the planes of cosmue existence so that when he accepts
the offermgs with the seven tongues they reach and satisfy the heads of the
seven planes of being mto which the soul 1s to be born. He 1s described as
dwelling m the secret cave, Guh Besdes, he 1s the 'Knower of all births',
'seer-poet' In the puranic pantheon the Vedic Agni 1s known as Skanda."

Apn Hymns Havmg set forth the nature of the first of the Vedic
Gods, the author has taken up for detailed study the Apri Hymns to illus
trate how the Mystic Fire unfolds lus powers. However, the esoteric,
character of the Apri hymns has baffled western scholarship, 1 e. Wilson m
his mtroduction to Rig Veda Samhita says ''Agm does not seem to have
any supbordmate multiples, except m the anomalous deifications called
Aprs, which, although including certain female drvimutes and insensible
objects, such as the Doors of the sacrfc1al hall, are consdered to be mm
personat1ons of Agnu" However, the mner sgnficance of the Apri Hymns
1s that they are an mvocaton to the seer-wll, Agni, to come down and
'fill' the Rishi The Imes of mner worship by which Agni takes charge of
the sacrifice and heavenward ascent of the asprmng soul m the Apri Hymns
are as follows, largely m the words of the commentary:

The Rish 1s awakened and the Divine wall, distmct from human will,
1s born m him The divme flame 1s kmdled by devotional prayers and ex
clusrve choice of the Divme. For the soul wh1ch s ready to make the offer
ings he is also the Divme voice. Agm is called upon at once to purify the
Adhars as well as to worship the Gods Well-kmdled Agm, who has deve
loped an mtimacy with the earnest worshipper, 1s implored to formulate
the worship by offerng the sap of delight of all experiences The Drvne
child born m the sacrificer, when he rises up, draws the gods to the saeri
fice, the offenng itself is well prepared by Agm, and he is implored to bring
the Gods m hs chariot The next step 1s to keep ready the seats for the
Gods, m due form, well prepared and m unbroken order

Now, the YaJna nas to rise and travel heavenward to reach ultimately
the Godhead. The Doors that lead upwards which are usually closed must
open for the sacrifice The alternation of the two consciousnesses repre
sented by Day and Night are invoked, Day representmg the hght of cons
ciousness m whuch the worlds and planes and powers are beheld severally
and n toto, and mght representmg a concentration and self-absorption.
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The next step is to invite the powers above the earth-plane; the two divine
pnests are called upon to come on the path of the Life breath, representing
the upward movement that reaches the subtle higher planes and the down
ward movement which brmgs something of the substance of the higher
worlds to the human being. Next the aspiring soul reaches Ila, Goddess
of the v1son of knowledge, Saraswat of flowing inspiration, and Mahi,
goddess of its Vastness Then Twashtir is invoked to build the new hfe
and give new shape to the old material in the human being. Then Soma
is invoked to ensure to this self the joyous element in the offering. In the
last hymn, the Rishi proclaims that he invokes the lord of Swar, illumined
mind, to come to the offering in the company of other Gods. Thus, the
Apr Hymns mark the ordered steps by which is reached the Home of Utter
Bliss, the Immortal Life.

In the next article is described with equal clarity the rapd r1te of a
seer-pnest called Anjah-Sava.

Tantras Side by side, there has been another comprehensive syn
thesis called the Tantr1e synthesis Its antiquuty is unquestionable. The
Tantric texts, except those of Jaimsm anrl Buddhism hold the Vedas in high
esteem. The whole field of life, including Bhoga or enjoyment is in it. It
has its four parts, Jnana-pada, or philosophical basis, Yoga-pada, whereby
the inner disc1plne as marked out by the Guru to the disciple 1s to be lived
out, Kr1ya-pada, wath external ceremomes and Charya-pada which lays
down the conduct for men.

The gods in the Veda figure also in the Tantnc synthesis Agm becomes
Kumara, child of Siva The mighty Indra of the Vedas and the Maruts
funct10n as Rudra and his pramatha gana, the Sun the supreme Godhead
mn the Veda functions as Vishnu m Tantrc parlance and Adut as the
supreme Shakt.

The Tantnc sadhana has developed a means by which the sadhaka gets
into commumon with the Ishta devata For him the Mantra is the spri
tual personality of the Godhead The establishment of the identity bet
ween the Guru, mantra and the Godhead is the condit10n precedent for
success mn Tantrc sadhana.

To illustrate that the Tantr1c sadhana has assimulated the Vedic sp1rt
Kapali Sastry has taken the Shatakshan Vidya from Prapancha Sara
Tantra Next 1s taken up for consideration Chandi, famous as Durga.
The Tantric Sadhana has its roots laid deep mn Mantra sadhana which is
of two dustmect kinds, parayana or rec1ting audibly, and Dhyana or medata
t1on. The seven hundred slokas of Saptha Sathi is a maha mantra and in
places where it is recited a living presence of the deity is established. The
author has pointed out that even an avowedly Tantric mantra as the Saptha
Sathi has a Vedic basis in the 125 Hymns of the tenth book of Rig Veda.
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For the Tantric devotee, the outer symbol and installation of the God
head is indispensible. Prana is defined as the conscrous force emanating
from the supreme soul, in which the individual being abides', and this can
best be done only by purifying one's being by Bhuta Suddhi. The process
as described m Meru Tantra is as follows (p. 243):

"When the body m its entirety becomes fit to commune with the
Devata, one must restore and fix in their proper places the principles,
tattwas, hidden m the self. (For this purpose) from the heart-lotus one
must bring out the soul from the supreme self. And according to the rule
(method) by means of the Hamsa Mantra one has to look upon the body
as a luminous form of light and as havmg become quite competent for the
worship of the Deity".

Above all,
In the unfoldng process of the Self
Sometames the nepressble Mystery
Elects a human vessel of descent,

and the author has pomted out with a sure hand that "what is holy beyond
measure for all spiritual aspirants and devotees is the spot where such a
Siddha or Vibhut or-and this 1s rare-a DIvmne Manufestat1on lves or
lived m Tapasya, and shed the coil of mortality-the 'material envelope'."

Thus a huge synthesis is worked out between the Veda and Tantra and
the underlying uruty in the Vedic and Tantric Sadhana in the use of Mantra
and progressive opemng to the Godheads the sadhaka seeks to establish in
himself has been emphasised.

BHARADWAJA VENKATARAMAN

MAHABHARATA

By C. RAJAGOPALACHARI

(Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, 2nd Edition, Re. 1-12.)

This volume m its first edition was the first book pubhshed by Bhara
tiya Vdya Bhavan's Book University, organised by Sri K. M. Munshi.
'The Book University has set before 1tself the laudable objective of grving
to the pubhc at cheap price the best literature m the world and parhcufor
ly hterature dealing wth the fundamentals of Indian culture.

And the Mahabharata is certamly the most typical work on Indian cul
ture, deahng as it does with practically all the aspects of human hfe. But
the orgnal Mahabharata is too big to be given unabridged in a book-series
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like this, and hence this abridged version by Sri Rajagopalachari and his
fr1ends.

On a perusal of the book, one can clearly see that the author has got
a knack of telling stores 1n a simple and fluent style, which immediately
captivates the reader's interest. A rendering of the tales of the Maha
bharata m simple English was a long-felt need and this book satisfies it to
a great extent. It is not a book written to please the scholarly intellect,
but as the author hmmself says m hs preface to the first edit1on, 'I......
magmned myself tellmg these stones to children clustering eager
eyed to hear the deeds of the godlike heroes of our motherland I also
hoped that the readmg of these stones might enliven village evenings when
rustics gather socially _ ... after their work is done".

It is from this pomt that the book is to be Judged. And one can say
without any hes1tat1on that 1t 1s a great success, but, lke all other human
works, not an unmixed success. For mstance, when the author gives up
his role of a narrator of stories and assumes that of a moralist the two
things do not blend happily together. And again when he tries to see
modern notions into the ancient atmosphere of the epic, it becomes a gro
tesque patchwork Here are a few mstances·

"The practice of stagmng a 'walk-out' from an assembly in protest against
somethmg 1s nothing new We learn from the Mahabharr1ta that a walk
out was resorted to even m ancient times". Here the reference is to the
incident of Shishupala feeling insulted and leaving the Rajasuya gathering
of the kings mnvted by Yudhsthra Evidently there 1s no parallelsm
between a walk-out from a modern Legislative Assembly and this Ma:ia
bharata incident The former is a method of showing one's protest agamst
the rulmg party, m a democratic form of Government, while the latter 1s
only a matter of personal msult.

Equally irrelevant is the quite unwarrented digression about the evil
of modern cmema and talk1es mn Chapter Fifty. An old epic like Maha
bharata should not be made a mouthpiece of propagandist spirit of any
kmnd. It is quute unbecommg mn a story-writer

Another instance 1s the following remark made by the author- "Our
ancestors were well aware that wild hfe m the forest should be preserved?'.
Thus too 1s a modern not1on and 1t 1s too much to read 1t mn an ancient text
hke the Mahabharata 'The me1dent regarding whch thus remark 1s made
1s that mn which YudhsthIra leaves one forest for another, bemg moved by
sheer dmnt of mercy towards the wild ammals and by no other motive; it
was just an impulse of a good and kind-hearted man; that is all.

In another place the wrestlmg bout between Jarasandha and Bhima
is described as 'm catch-as-catch-can style". Whether the description is
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appropriate or not 1s not the quest1on, but such a modern phrase applied
to this ancient tale makes the latter look too grotesque.

All this is not to say that modern allus10ns are all bad. Even the
author himself has given us an apt parallel between an ancient event and
a contemporary one. The mc1dent described 1s Drupada's sending an
emissary to Duryodhana to talk of peace m order to gain time for the
Pandavas to prepare for war The parallel given from contemporary his
tory 1s that of the Japanese carrying on negotatons with the Amer1cans
and, immediately on the break-down of those talks, theff suddenly attack
mg Pearl Harbour m 1941.

Nor should 1t be supposed that the defects ment10ned above are any
major flaws mn the book, however glaring they may be. They are not such
as can not be removed, and they are few and far between mn an otherwise
lucid and powerful narration.

One small pomnt 1s the rather humorous-lookrng translat10n of the
Sanskrit name Ashtavakra as "Eight-crooks" It mught better have been
rendered as "one havng eight deformutes," mn order to avoid the other
meanmg attached to the word 'crook'.

RAJANIKANT MODY

l~other India" 1s usually published
and posted on the 21st of every month
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SHI AUROBINDO AND MAN'S FUTURE

K. D. Sethna

The Indian Committee for Cultural Freedom,
affiliated to the international body of which the
Honorary Presidents are Bertrand Russell, Jacques
Maritain, Benedetto Croce, Karl Jaspers and
Salvador de Madariaga, celebrated the birthday of
Sri Aurobindo, last month. The Editor of "Mother
India" was asked to be the Chairman of the gather
ing. The text of his opening speech is given below.

I thunk 1t 1s an act of mspured ms1ght on the part of the Indian
Committee for Cultural Freedom to commemorate the birthday of Sri
Aurobmdo. The meanmg of cultural freedom cannot be more profoundly
brought home than by cons1dermng 1t m the context of thus great Indian's Lfe
and work. And the meanmg shmes out all the clearer for India in the fact
that Sn Aurobmdo's birthday happens to be also the day chosen by the
Indian naton to commemorate the brth of 1ts independence: August 15.
The fateful "comcidence" is not Just a remmder that Sn Aurobmdo was
at one time m the very van of this country's fight for political freedom.
No doubt, eight momentous years he gave to nationalist politics at a most
critical early stage. But what he fought for was no narrow nationalism,
nor was mere polutcal lberation hs amm though self-government he always
regarded as a legitimate end to be achieved. He wanted India to be
the free radatmng centre of a vta nova in earth's h1story. For he was
much more than a nat10nalist or a politician.

Culture m the widest and highest sense was what he embodied.
From his 7th to his 21st year he was educated mn England, first at a school
in Manchester and then at Kmg's College, Cambridge He d1stmguished
hmmself by rare mastery over Greek and Latmn English, of course, was
as a mother tongue to him. Among modern European languages, he
knew French, Italian, German and some Spanish. He specialised in the
study of European literature and history. So, when he returned to India
he came as one in whom the best that Europe's culture could give was
a living force. Then he plunged mto mtimate study of the culture of the
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East and particularly of his own country. Sanscr1t was mastered and
an efficient familiarity acquired with several modern Indian languages.
The whole range of Indian literature, both sacred and secular, was
explored. And soon there was not only the launching out into politics
but also a contact with educat10nal activity and, above all, a taking up of
the inner discipline for development of consc10usness which India calls
Yoga. As in all other fields, so too, m this field of Yoga which became
hs major preoccupaton, hus was a drversty of experience: nowhere
could he cramp himself or be tied down to a monotone, however brilliant.
Liberty and largeness were the constant movement of his nature-a sense
of the deep need of free and multiple evolut10n together with a response
to the equally deep need to synthesise, harmomse and umfy.

The East and the West met m Sn Aurobindo and became a many
coloured cultural creativity. His literary output covered problems of
fundamental philosophy and spiritual realsaton, art and criticism, socio
logy and international relat10ns A huge amount of noble prose and fine
poetry stands to his name. But he brings to everythmg the experience
of an inner illumination Has vast mtellect 1s the instrument of a
consciousness that has entered and organsed wthin itself ranges of
perception and power, of which the Vedas, the Upamshads and the Gita
give vivid indicat10ns

The range of spiritual experience and reality on which he lays central
stress is what he terms Supermmd, the top of a gradation of greater
beg, knowledge, force and bliss which le concealed and unrealsed m
man-a more-than-human consc10usness which would enable our com
pheated and bewildered and drvded world to solve with success the
enigmas confronting it

For, the Supermmnd, according to Sr1 Aurobmndo, 1s the whole source
and secret of earthly evolution. It is not a grand annulment of things:
it is That m which resides the supporting truth, the divine original, of all
that gets manifested here through a difficult process out of an initial
involution. Evolution is at first a play of brute matter: within this
emerges sentient life: within that 1s the emergence of conscious mind.
And in man, who is the highest mental evolute, there persists a vague
striving to surpass himself, to establish ideal condit10ns mward and out
ward, to brmg about a more-than-human order. At the back of this
striving is the Supermind And with the Supermind's advent there will
not only be a realisation of some mneflable Beyond: there will also be a
perfection of mind and life and even body, a completely consummated
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indrvdual and soc1al existence on earth itself, a drvne organised harmony
of oneness and manyness, smgle basic essence and 1lhmitably different
expression.

We may argue that this prospect of perfection is too much coloured
with the impossible But we shall not argue thus 1f we understand the
meaning of the evolution already achieved. All evolution realises what
in comparison to the or1gmnal state 1s found to be a direct contradiction
of the possible. All evolution 1s an accordance of apparently reconcilable
opposites Just mmagme what a contrast there 1s between dead brute
matter and sentient adventurous life Life's emergence 1s a tremendous
paradox come true. Even greater is the realisation of the impossible m
the rise of conscious mind and conscious will m lfe's active animalsm
and matter's blmd mechamsm-the sweep of poetic, philosophic and
scentfic thought, the drive of the ethical will that cannot be corrupted,
the practical will that accepts no defeat, the cultural will that refuses to be
bound or regimented To hope, then, for a mmd which is no longer a
fumbler and stumbler after knowledge and value, a life-force which suffers
no falure of energy or perversion of desire, a body whch does not lose
its health and stability-to hope for these perfections does not contradet
the nature of thmgs but logically completes a rule and an effort that is
a fundamental method of progress The evolut10n of the Supermind is
therefore Nature at the peak of he1 naturalness and not a ch1ld1sh or
fantastic crying for the moon.

Besides, we have already m the figures of samts and mystics and
prophets an actual sgn of ths evolution But when we say "actual sgn"
we must not thmk that what these wonderful men have achieved is
sufficient. Even when sp1ntuahty has not been confined to one or other
particular path, even when there has been a certain comprehensiveness
of realisation, the spiritual gaze has been fixed too much on the hereafter
or the transcendent-a Heaven, a Gokul, a Nirvana, a Parabrahman, The
fulfilment of the human soul has been considered to he m some supra
terrestrial state after a sojourn of virtue and sanctity and compassion here.
But, in this, have we not a violation of the logic of evolution? The le
of progress on earth 1s made to break off abruptly somewhere· the mmd,
the life-force and the body miss the perfect10n of their own earthly terms
That is why Sri Aurobmdo, after compassmg the trad1t10nal spiritual
experiences, pressed on towards a dynarmc divinity by which the logic
of evolution can be satisfied. Great touches of this dynamic divmity he
saw m the world's scriptures, but no method1sed path to effect its full
expression m all our human constituents. Always there was felt to be a
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"Thus far and no further" This showed that the Supermmd's central
meaning of evolutionary possblty had been overlooked The Supermind's
evolution mples a revolution m even spiritual values.

But the advent of the Supermmnd cannot take place wholly m tne
manner mn whch that of the other powers did. Man 1s a state of self
awareness, and evolution through him has to be through a new mode of
working: conscious co-operaton, He must persistently aspre after the
Snpermmd and open himself to it Also, with the capacity of consc10us
co-operation there comes the poss1bihty of reducmg the scale of time.
What would take aeons and nullenmums and centuries by the other kmd
of evolut10nary process can be intensely qmckened and even compressed
w1thm a life-time. At present we are too slack and easy-going· our
idealism 1s too watery. Even our great hours do not break through time's
triumphs into the mighty peace and the imperturbable power of the
eternal Godhead that we are m the depths and on the heights of our
undiscovered bemg

To co-operate consc10usly with the secret Supermind 1s an immense
necessity. The world 1s at a criss. Dark dictator1al forces are all about
us. And there 1s w1thm even those who oppose these forces of mght a
twilight whose problem has been greatly increased by complicated modern
cond1tons and by the fact that technological progress has outplaced
cultural progress. No mere revolving n our human consciousness, no
mere mtellectual or moral or economic novelty will radically help. Of
course we must do the best we can to hold the ground our evolution has
reached. Intellectual, moral and economic efforts cannot be relmqmshed.
But they are certainly not enough. We need a distmctly spiritual re
onentat10n which goes far beyond them-not in order to escape into some
samadhi which forgets the dangerous world and the need of our whole
nature to be fulfilled here and now, but m order to brmg earth's
evolutionary traval to a victor1ous efflorescence

The m1ss10n of Sri Aurobindo is precisely to solve the world-crisis
and show how the Supermmd's manifestation can be swiftly brought about.
To make the supramental Light a possess1011 of humamty he instituted
his Ashram m Pondicherry where aspirants could concentratedly
co-operate with the concealed Truth and from whose intense many-sided
activity, as of a nucleus of a new organised soc1ety, mspration could flow
to all philosophy, art, science, relgon, eve lfe, natonal and international
politics and constructive mdustry. The Ashram is not a retreat for ascetics
and world-shunners: it takes full account of modern ideas and needs: it
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is meant to spiritualse Matter and mater1alse Spr1t. To aid further the
spread of the supramental Light an International Umversity Centre with
residential accommodation has been projected around the Ashram. grvng
in their own languages to the various nationals free education m all
accepted branches of study as well as in the Aurobmdoman Yoga of
freedom from Nature's bonds and freedom too from the mcapaci-ty to
work drvnely wthmn Nature, freedom from mdrvdual egoism and freedom -
too from the tyranny of any collective ego, freedom m the mmost soul's
personal umqueness and at the same time m an illumined umversahty
which makes all souls spontaneously cohere and umte. Sr1 Aurobmndo,
together with his spiritual co-worker whom the Ashram calls the Mother,
has stood as the leader of a movement ot cultural freedom mn a supremely
significant form, a movement which he has sought to render all-embracmg.
For, hus 1deal 1s m those words of hus own epie poem, Satre:

A lonely freedom cannot satisfy
A heart that has grown one with every heart:
I am a deputy of the aspiring world,
My sprat's lberty I ask for all.
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